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EVALUATING THE WILD BRAUER GROUP
MARTIN BRIGHT AND RACHEL NEWTON
In memory of Sir Peter Swinnerton-Dyer
Abstract. Classifying elements of the Brauer group of a variety X over a
p-adic field according to the p-adic accuracy needed to evaluate them gives a
filtration on BrX. We show that, on the p-torsion, this filtration coincides
with a modified version of that defined by Kato’s Swan conductor, and that
the refined Swan conductor controls how the evaluation maps vary on p-adic
discs. We give applications to the study of rational points on varieties over
number fields.
1. Introduction
Let k be a p-adic field with ring of integers Ok, uniformiser π and residue field F,
and let X/k be a smooth geometrically irreducible variety. The most na¨ıve filtration
on the Brauer group BrX , and the one which we aim to understand, is that given
by evaluation of elements of BrX at the k-points of X . For example, if A ∈ BrX
has order coprime to p, then [6, §5] shows that the evaluation map for A factors
through reduction to the special fibre. In this article, we describe the variation of
the evaluation map in the considerably more complicated case of p-torsion in BrX .
To define the evaluation filtration, fix a smooth model X/Ok having geometri-
cally integral special fibre Y/F with function field F . Given A ∈ BrX , one can
ask whether the evaluation map |A| : X (Ok)→ Br k factors through the reduction
map X (Ok)→ X (Ok/πi) for any i ≥ 1. We first define some notation.
Let k′ be a finite extension of k of ramification index e(k′/k), with ring of integers
Ok′ and uniformiser π′. For r ≥ 1 and P ∈ X (Ok′ ), let B(P, r) be the set of points
Q ∈ X (Ok′ ) such that Q has the same image as P in X (Ok′/(π′)r). Define
Evn BrX = {A ∈ BrX | ∀ k′/k finite, ∀ P ∈ X (Ok′ ),
|A| is constant on B(P, e(k′/k)n+ 1)} (n ≥ 0),
Ev−1BrX = {A ∈ BrX | ∀ k′/k finite, |A| is constant on X (Ok′ )},
Ev−2BrX = {A ∈ BrX | ∀ k′/k finite, |A| is zero on X (Ok′ )}.
Let {filn BrX}n≥0 denote the filtration given by Kato’s Swan conductor (see Def-
inition 2.1) and, for n ≥ 1, write rswn,π(A) ∈ Ω2F ⊕ Ω1F for the refined Swan
conductor of A ∈ filn BrX (see Definition 2.5). In Section 3 we will define a residue
map ∂ : fil0 BrX → H1(Y,Q/Z).
Theorem A. Let k be a finite extension of Qp. Let X be a smooth, geometrically
irreducible variety over k, and let X → SpecOk be a smooth model of X. Suppose
that the special fibre Y of X is geometrically irreducible. Then
(1) Ev−2 BrX = {A ∈ fil0 BrX | ∂A = 0};
(2) Ev−1 BrX = {A ∈ fil0 BrX | ∂A ∈ H1(F,Q/Z)};
(3) Ev0 BrX = fil0 BrX;
(4) for n ≥ 1, Evn BrX [p] = {A ∈ filn+1 BrX [p] | rswn+1,π(A) ∈ Ω2F ⊕ 0}.
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Remark 1.1. (1) By definition of the refined Swan conductor,
filn BrX [p] ⊂ {A ∈ filn+1 BrX [p] | rswn+1,π(A) ∈ Ω2F ⊕ 0},
with equality if p ∤ n+ 1. See Lemma 2.8 for more details.
(2) The reason for considering points over finite extensions of k, instead of just
over k itself, is that the filtration obtained is better behaved. (A function
that is non-constant on points over some field extension can be constant
on the rational points, simply because there are “too few” points of Y (F):
see [6, Remark 5.20] for an example.)
(3) A consequence of Theorem A is that the evaluation filtration does not
change if Y is replaced by a non-empty open subset.
(4) In fact, our proof of Theorem A shows that it remains true if we modify
the definition of Evn BrX by restricting to unramified finite extensions k
′/k
instead of all finite extensions.
(5) The inclusion filn BrX [p] ⊂ Evn BrX [p] is implicit in work of Uematsu [34],
at least in the case when k contains a primitive pth root of unity. Uematsu’s
calculations provided inspiration for Section 4 of this paper.
(6) Yamazaki [36] has proved a result very similar to Theorem A in the case
that X is a smooth proper curve. In that case, one can extend the Brauer–
Manin pairing to the Picard group PicX . Yamazaki defines a filtration
on PicX by considering the kernels of reduction modulo powers of π, and
shows that the induced filtration on BrX coincides with Kato’s filtration.
(When X is a curve, the group Ω2F is trivial, so our filtration in Theorem A
also coincides with Kato’s, by definition of the refined Swan conductor.)
(7) Sato and Saito [30] have shown that Ev−2 BrX coincides with the image
of BrX in BrX when X is regular and proper over Ok, but without the
assumption of smoothness. (They also assume that X satisfies purity for the
Brauer group, but this is now known to hold for all regular schemes [35].)
In Corollary 3.8, we will show how our results give a new proof of this when
X is smooth over Ok.
In order to prove Theorem A, we examine the behaviour of the evaluation maps
on the graded pieces of Kato’s filtration on the Brauer group. The results of this
study for n ≥ 1 are summarised in Theorem B below. In order to state it, we need
to introduce some more notation. Let P ∈ X (Ok) and let P0 denote the image of P
in Y (F). Elements in the image of the reduction map B(P, n)→ X (Ok/πn+1) can
be identified with tangent vectors in TP0Y (see Lemma 4.1). Write [
−−→
PQ]n for the
tangent vector corresponding to the image in X (Ok/πn+1) of a point Q ∈ B(P, n).
In the statement of the following theorem, we identify Z/p with the p-torsion in
Q/Z and so view the invariant map on Br k[p] as taking values in Z/p.
Theorem B. Let n > 0, let A ∈ filn BrX [p], and let rswn,π(A) = (α, β) ∈ Ω2F ⊕
Ω1F . Let P ∈ X (Ok), and let P0 ∈ Y (F) be the reduction of P . Then α and
β are regular at P0 and we have the following description of the evaluation map
|A| : X (Ok)→ Br k[p].
(1) For Q ∈ B(P, n),
invA(Q) = invA(P ) + TrF/Fp βP0([
−−→
PQ]n).
In particular, if βP0 6= 0, then |A| maps B(P, n) surjectively to Br k[p].
(2) If β = 0 then there exists γ ∈ Ω1Y (P0) such that the following holds: let s
be any integer with 1 ≤ s < n/2, let Q ∈ B(P, s) and set r = n− s. Then,
for R ∈ B(Q, r),
invA(R) = invA(Q)− sTrF/Fp αP0([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r) + gQ(R),
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where gQ : B(Q, r) → Z/p is a continuous function satisfying gQ(R) =
TrF/Fp(γ([
−−→
QR]n−1)) for all R ∈ B(Q,n− 1).
(3) If β = 0 and αP0 6= 0, then there exists Q ∈ B(P, 1) such that |A| maps
B(Q,n− 1) surjectively to Br k[p].
Remark 1.2. Case (3) is only possible if p | n: see Lemma 2.8.
Elements in BrX of order coprime to p have been thoroughly treated in the liter-
ature, in particular by Colliot-The´le`ne–Saito [8], Colliot-The´le`ne–Skorobogatov [10]
and Bright [6]. The computation of the evaluation map in the coprime to p case
is greatly aided by the fact that the map factors through reduction to the special
fibre. In a similar way, Theorem B enables the computation of the evaluation map
for Brauer group elements of order p. Thus it facilitates a systematic treatment
of Brauer–Manin obstructions, which will have both theoretical and computational
implications for the study of rational points on varieties. Some first consequences
of Theorem B are outlined below (see Theorems C and D).
Applications to the Brauer–Manin obstruction. Manin [27] introduced the
use of the Brauer group to study rational points on varieties over number fields.
Let V be a smooth, proper, geometrically irreducible variety over a number field
L. The evaluation maps |B| : V (Lv) → BrLv for each B ∈ BrV and place v of L
combine to give a pairing
BrV × V (AL)→ Q/Z,
where AL denotes the ring of ade`les of L. Manin observed that the diagonal image
of V (L) is contained in the right kernel of this pairing, denoted V (AL)
Br. If V (AL)
is non-empty but V (AL)
Br is empty, then there is a Brauer–Manin obstruction to
the Hasse principle; if V (AL)
Br is not equal to the whole of V (AL), then there is a
Brauer–Manin obstruction to weak approximation.
In order to fully understand the Brauer–Manin obstructions to the Hasse princi-
ple and weak approximation on a variety V over a number field L, one must com-
pute the Brauer–Manin set V (AL)
Br. The following question posed by Swinnerton-
Dyer [10, Question 1] is of great relevance to such computations: is there a finite
set S of places of L and an open and closed set Z ⊂∏v∈S V (Lv) such that
V (AL)
Br = Z ×
∏
v/∈S
V (Lv)?
Informally: does the Brauer–Manin obstruction involve only a finite set of places?
Colliot-The´le`ne and Skorobogatov [8, Theorem 3.1] answer this question in the af-
firmative under three assumptions, namely that H1(V,OV ) = 0; that the geometric
Ne´ron–Severi group NS V¯ is torsion-free; and that BrV/Br1 V is finite. Our next
result shows that the last assumption can be removed:
Theorem C. Let L be a number field. Let V be a smooth, proper, geometrically
irreducible variety over L. Assume H1(V,OV ) = 0 and that NS(V¯ ) is torsion-free.
Then there is a finite set of places S of L such that, for all A ∈ Br V and all places
p /∈ S, the evaluation map |A| : V (Lp)→ BrLp is constant.
Remark 1.3. The proof of Theorem C shows that we can take S to consist of the
following places of L:
(1) Archimedean places;
(2) places of bad reduction for V ;
(3) places p satisfying ep ≥ p− 1, where p is the residue characteristic of p;
(4) places p for which, for any smooth proper model V → SpecOp of V , the
group H0(V(p),Ω1V(p)) is non-zero.
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In some circumstances it is possible to remove the last of these – see Remark 7.5.
The surjectivity results described in Theorem B have implications for the exis-
tence of Brauer–Manin obstructions to the Hasse principle and weak approximation
on a variety V over a number field L, as follows. Suppose that B has order n in BrV ,
and that p is a place of L such that the evaluation map |B| : V (Lp) → BrLp[n] is
surjective. Write V (AL)
B for the subset of ade`lic points of V that are orthogonal to
B under the Brauer–Manin pairing; this contains V (AL)Br. Our freedom to adjust
the value taken by B at the place p shows that
∅ 6= V (AL)B ( V (AL).
In other words, B does not obstruct the Hasse principle on V , but it does obstruct
weak approximation on V . Note that in order to show that B obstructs weak
approximation on V , it suffices that |B| is non-constant.
Given Theorem C, one might also ask how the set S changes when L is replaced
by increasingly large finite extensions. If V is, for example, a rational variety,
then Br V¯ is trivial, and so the Brauer–Manin obstruction ceases to exist over a
sufficiently large finite extension of L. On the other hand, suppose that the second
Betti number b2(V¯ ) and geometric Picard number ρ(V¯ ) are not equal; Hodge theory
shows that this holds when H0(V,Ω2V ) is non-zero. In this case, Br V¯ contains a
copy of (Q/Z)b2−ρ (see [11, Proposition 4.2.6]), so one might expect the Brauer–
Manin obstruction to become more complicated as the base field is extended. The
following theorem shows that every prime of good ordinary reduction is eventually
involved in a Brauer–Manin obstruction.
Theorem D. Let V be a smooth, proper variety over a number field L with
H0(V,Ω2V ) 6= 0. Let p be a prime of L at which V has good ordinary reduction,
with residue characteristic p. Then there exist a finite extension L′/L and an ele-
ment of BrVL′{p} that obstructs weak approximation.
It has been conjectured that a smooth, projective variety over a number field
has infinitely many primes of good ordinary reduction: Joshi [21, Conjecture 3.1.1]
attributes this conjecture to Serre. In the cases of Abelian surfaces and K3 surfaces,
this is known to be true after a finite base extension [5, 21].
Theorem D owes its existence to a suggestion by Olivier Wittenberg that our
methods could be used to address one of a family of questions he had asked within a
private discussion with Jean-Louis Colliot-The´le`ne in 2010, as follows: if a smooth
projective variety V over a number field L satisfies the Hasse principle and weak
approximation over all finite extensions, does it follow that V is rationally con-
nected? Does it at least follow that Hi(V,OV ) = 0 for all i > 0? Does it at least
follow that H2(V,OV ) = 0?
Outline of the paper. Section 2 contains some technical results and background
relating to Kato’s refined Swan conductor. In Section 3 we define a residue map
∂ : fil0 BrX → H1(Y,Q/Z) and use it to describe the evaluation maps for elements
of fil0 BrX [p
r]. In Section 4 we prove Theorem B. In Section 5 we prove Theorem A.
In Section 6 we compare various other filtrations in the literature with our modified
version of Kato’s filtration which gives rise to the evaluation filtration on the Brauer
group. Section 7 is concerned with applications to the Brauer–Manin obstruction
and contains the proofs of Theorems C and D.
Notation. If A is an Abelian group and n a positive integer, then A[n] and A/n
denote the kernel and cokernel, respectively, of multiplication by n on A. If ℓ is
prime, then A{ℓ} denotes the ℓ-power torsion subgroup of A.
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We use extensively the notation introduced in [24, §1]. In particular, the notation
Z/n(r) has a particular meaning in characteristic p. Write n = psm with p ∤ m.
For any scheme S smooth over a field of characteristic p, the sheaf Z/n(r) on Se´t
is defined by
Z/n(r) := µ⊗rm ⊕WsΩrS,log[−r].
For the definition of ΩrS,log, see [20, I.5.7]. We further use Kato’s notation
Hqn(R) := H
q(Re´t,Z/n(q − 1)), Hq(R) := lim−→
n
Hqn(R)
whenever either n is invertible in R, or R is smooth over a field of characteristic p.
Acknowledgements. We thank Evis Ieronymou for many valuable comments and
suggestions on previous drafts of this article. We thank Bhargav Bhatt, Bas Edix-
hoven, Christopher Lazda, Alexei Skorobogatov and Olivier Wittenberg for useful
conversations. We made substantial progress during the workshops Rational Points
2017 and Rational Points 2019 at Franken-Akademie Schloss Schney, and during
the 2019 trimester programme A` la rede´couverte des points rationnels/Reinventing
rational points at the Institut Henri Poincare´, and we are very grateful to the organ-
isers of these events. Rachel Newton is supported by EPSRC grant EP/S004696/1.
2. Kato’s refined Swan conductor
In this section, we gather some technical results from [24] relating to Kato’s
refined Swan conductor, extending them as necessary. For this section only, K de-
notes a Henselian discrete valuation field of characteristic zero with ring of integers
OK and residue field F of characteristic p. Let π be a uniformiser in OK and denote
by mK the maximal ideal of OK .
2.1. Vanishing cycles and the Swan conductor. Let A be a ring over OK , and
let i, j be the inclusions of the special and generic fibres, respectively, into SpecA.
Denote R = A/mKA. Define
V qn (A) := H
q(Re´t, i
∗Rj∗Z/n(q − 1))
and V q(A) := lim−→n V
q
n (A).
The construction is functorial in the following sense. If f : A → A′ is a homo-
morphism of rings over OK , then we obtain a commutative diagram
SpecR′
i′−−−−→ SpecA′ j
′
←−−−− Spec(A′ ⊗OK K)
g
y fy hy
SpecR
i−−−−→ SpecA j←−−−− Spec(A⊗OK K)
of schemes. Applying (i′)∗ to the natural base-change map
f∗Rj∗Z/n(q − 1)→ Rj′∗Z/n(q − 1)
and using (i′)∗f∗ = g∗i∗ gives a map
g∗i∗Rj∗Z/n(q − 1)→ (i′)∗Rj′∗Z/n(q − 1)
and so, by adjunction, a natural map V qn (A)→ V qn (A′) for all q, n.
Also, the natural map of sheaves
Rj∗Z/n(q − 1)→ i∗i∗Rj∗Z/n(q − 1)
gives a natural map
(2.1) Hqn(A⊗OK K) = Hq(A,Rj∗Z/n(q − 1))→ V qn (A)
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for all q, n, which Gabber [15] has proved to be an isomorphism if (A,mKA) is
Henselian. In that case, we define a product
(2.2)
V qn (A)× ((A⊗OK K)×)⊕r → V q+rn (A)
(χ, a1, . . . , ar) 7→ {χ, a1, . . . , ar}
using the Kummer map (A⊗OKK)× → H1(A⊗OKK,Z/n(1)) and the cup product
Hq(A⊗OK K)×H1(A⊗OK K,Z/n(1))⊕r → Hq+r(A⊗OK K).
For general A, let A(h) denote the Henselisation at the ideal mKA; then the natural
map V qn (A)→ V qn (A(h)) is an isomorphism, because the stalks of i∗Rj∗Z/n(q−1) do
not change when A is replaced by A(h). This allows us to define the product (2.2)
for A as well. The products for different n are compatible and so give rise to a
product
V q(A) × ((A⊗OK K)×)⊕r → V q+r(A).
We can now define Kato’s Swan conductor.
Definition 2.1. [[24, §2]] The increasing filtration {filnHq(K)}n≥0 is defined by
χ ∈ filnHq(K)⇐⇒ {χ, 1 + πn+1T } = 0 in V q+1(OK [T ]).
For χ ∈ Hq(K), define the Swan conductor sw(χ) to be the smallest n ≥ 0 satisfying
χ ∈ filnHq(K).
Remark 2.2. For r ≥ 1, the map Hqpr (K) → Hq(K) allows us to pull the filtration
back to Hqpr . By [24, Proposition 1.8], the map V
q+1
pr (OK [T ]) → V q+1(OK [T ]) is
injective, showing that χ ∈ Hqpr (K) lies in filnHqpr (K) if and only if {χ, 1+πn+1T } =
0 in V q+1pr (OK [T ]).
2.2. The map λπ. In [24, §1.4], Kato defines an injective homomorphism
(2.3) λπ : H
q
n(F )⊕Hq−1n (F )→ Hqn(K)
for all positive integers n. Let A be a ring smooth over OK , with R = A/mKA.
In [24, §1.9], Kato defines another injective homomorphism
Hqp(R)⊕Hq−1p (R)→ V qp (A),
and states that it coincides with the previous definition (2.3) in the case A = OK
and n = p. This is sufficient for the definition of the refined Swan conductor.
However, in Section 3 we will need such an extension not only to Hqp(R) but to
Hqpr (R) for all r ≥ 1. We now define such a homomorphism
λπ : H
q
pr (R)⊕Hq−1pr (R)→ V qpr (A)
for all q ≥ 2 and r ≥ 1, which coincides, up to sign, with Kato’s definition in [24,
§1.9] when r = 1. In Lemma 2.4 we prove that our definition of λπ coincides with
Kato’s definition (2.3) in the case when A = OK and n = pr. We closely follow [24,
§1.9] throughout.
Since R has p-cohomological dimension ≤ 1 (see [2, X, The´ore`me 5.1]), the
spectral sequence calculating V qpr (A) reduces to a short exact sequence
(2.4) 0→ H1(R, i∗Rq−1j∗Z/pr(q−1))→ V qpr (A)→ H0(R, i∗Rqj∗Z/pr(q−1))→ 0.
Write (following [4]) M q−1r = i
∗Rq−1j∗Z/p
r(q − 1). By [4, 1.4], there is a finite
decreasing filtration onM q−1r with graded pieces as follows: there is an isomorphism
(2.5) gr0(M q−1r )
∼=WrΩq−1R,log ⊕WrΩq−2R,log
and, for m ≥ 1, a surjection
ρm : Ω
q−2
R ⊕ Ωq−3R → grm(M q−1r ).
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(For i < 0 we set ΩiR = 0.) Now H
1(R,ΩiR) = 0 for i ≥ 0 because ΩiR is a
coherent sheaf on the affine scheme SpecR. Also, if we let Km = ker(ρm), then
H2(R,Km) = 0 because cdp(R) ≤ 1. This shows H1(R, grm(M q−1r )) = 0 for m ≥ 1.
It follows that the natural map
H1(R,M q−1r )→ H1(R, gr0(M q−1r )) ∼= H1(R,WrΩq−1R,log ⊕WrΩq−2R,log)
is an isomorphism. The right-hand group is, by definition, Hqpr (R) ⊕ Hq−1pr (R).
Composing the inverse of this isomorphism with the map occurring in (2.4) defines
(−1)q−1λπ .
By [24, §1.3] (see also [9, Lemme 2] and [20, I.3.3]), there is an exact sequence
(2.6) 0→ WrΩq−1log →WrΩq−1
C−1−1−−−−→WrΩq−1/dV r−1Ωq−2 → 0
of sheaves on Re´t inducing an exact sequence
WrΩ
q−1
R
C−1−1−−−−→WrΩq−1R /dV r−1Ωq−2R
δr−→ Hqpr (R).
Here we have abused notation by using C−1 to denote the map denoted F in [24,
1.3] and [20, I §2], which coincides with the inverse Cartier operator when r = 1.
The map V is the Verschiebung defined in [20, §0.1.1]. We also use δr to denote
the composite map WrΩ
q−1
R → WrΩq−1R /dV r−1Ωq−2R → Hqpr (R), in which the first
arrow represents the natural surjection.
Following Kato, we sometimes use λπ to denote the composition
WrΩ
q−1
R ⊕WrΩq−2R
δr−→ Hqpr (R)⊕Hq−1pr (R) λπ−−→ V qpr (A).
In the case A = OK , the e´tale cohomology groups become Galois cohomology:
the sequence (2.4) becomes
0→ H1(F,Hq−1(Knr,Z/pr(q−1)))→ Hq(K,Z/pr(q−1)) res−−→ Hq(Knr,Z/pr(q−1))
where Knr is the maximal unramified extension of K. The definition of (−1)q−1λπ
factors as
H1(F,WrΩ
q−1
log (F
s)⊕WrΩq−2log (F s))
∼=←− H1(F,Hq−1(Knr,Z/pr(q − 1)))
→ Hq(K,Z/pr(q − 1)).
(Here F s is a separable closure of F , and we identify Gal(Knr/K) ∼= Gal(F s/F )
without further comment.)
2.3. Change of ring. Let K ′/K be a finite extension of Henselian discrete valu-
ation fields. Let OK′ be the ring of integers of K ′ and let F ′ be the residue field.
Suppose that we have a commutative diagram
A
φ−−−−→ A′x x
OK −−−−→ OK′
where A is smooth over OK and A′ is smooth over OK′ . Let R′ = A′/mK′A′
and let i′, j′ be the inclusions of the special and generic fibres, respectively, of
SpecA′ → SpecOK′ . Define
V qn (A
′) := Hq(R′e´t, (i
′)∗R(j′)∗Z/n(q − 1))
There are natural maps φ∗ : V
q
n (A) → V qn (A′), constructed exactly as in the case
K = K ′ of Section 2.1. Let φ¯ : R → R′ be the induced map on residue rings, and
φ¯∗ : H
q
n(R) → Hqn(R′) and φ¯∗ : WrΩqR → WrΩqR′ the induced maps. Let π′ be a
uniformiser in OK′ .
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Lemma 2.3. In the situation described above, let e be the ramification index of
K ′/K and define a¯ ∈ F ′ to be the reduction of φ(π)(π′)−e. Then, for all q ≥ 2 and
r ≥ 1, the following diagram commutes:
(2.7)
WrΩ
q−1
R′ ⊕WrΩq−2R′ Hqpr (R′)⊕Hq−1pr (R′) V qpr (A′)
WrΩ
q−1
R ⊕WrΩq−2R Hqpr (R)⊕Hq−1pr (R) V qpr (A)
δr λπ′
δr
(α,β) 7→(φ¯∗α+φ¯∗β∧d log(a¯),eφ¯∗β)
λπ
(α,β) 7→(φ¯∗α+{φ¯∗β,a¯},eφ¯∗β) φ∗
Here d log(a¯) ∈ WrΩ1R′ is as defined in [20, I.3.23].
Proof. We go through the steps of the construction of λπ. Let g : SpecR
′ → SpecR
be the morphism corresponding to φ¯. The natural map
i∗Rj∗Z/n(q − 1)→ g∗(i′)∗Rj′∗Z/n(q − 1)
of sheaves on Re´t induces a map between the sequences (2.4) for A and A
′. The
definition of the Bloch–Kato filtration on M q−1r shows that the map φ∗ : M
q−1
r,A →
M q−1r,A′ respects the filtration, so induces a map on gr
0.
The map (2.5) is described in the formula after Corollary 1.4.1 of [4]. The sheaf
M q−1r,A is generated locally by symbols. If x1, . . . , xq−2 are locally invertible elements
of R and x˜1, . . . , x˜q−2 are any lifts of the xi to A, then working in M
q−1
r,A′ we have
φ∗{x˜1, . . . , x˜q−2, π} = {φ(x˜1), . . . , φ(x˜q−2), φ(π)}
= {φ(x˜1), . . . , φ(x˜q−2), a(π′)e}
= {φ(x˜1), . . . , φ(x˜q−2), a}+ e{φ(x˜1), . . . , φ(x˜q−2), π′}
where a = φ(π)(π′)−e. Therefore the isomorphisms (2.5) for A and A′ satisfy the
following commutative diagram:
gr0(M q−1r,A′ ) −−−−→ WrΩq−1R′,log ⊕WrΩq−2R′,logx x(α,β) 7→(φ¯∗α+φ¯∗β∧d log(a¯),eφ¯∗β)
gr0(M q−1r,A ) −−−−→ WrΩq−1R,log ⊕WrΩq−2R,log
.
Finally, forming the wedge product with d log(a¯) commutes with δr. To see this,
one checks that this wedge product commutes with C−1− 1, giving a commutative
diagram of sheaves on Re´t (and R
′
e´t) where the rows are the sequence (2.6) as
follows:
0 −−−−→ WrΩq−2log −−−−→ WrΩq−2
C−1−1−−−−−→ WrΩq−2/Bq−2 −−−−→ 0
∧d log(a¯)
y ∧d log(a¯)y ∧d log(a¯)y
0 −−−−→ WrΩq−1log −−−−→ WrΩq−1
C−1−1−−−−−→ WrΩq−1/Bq−1 −−−−→ 0.
Taking cohomology now gives the required property. The formula on the middle
vertical arrow of (2.7) comes from the last line of [24, §1.3]. 
Lemma 2.4. In the case A = OK , the map λπ defined in §2.2 above agrees with
that defined in [24, §1.4].
Proof. We will prove this by induction on q, by showing that our map λπ satisfies
the characterisation given in [24, §1.4].
Firstly, let q ≥ 2 and let a be an element of O×K . Let a¯ ∈ F× be the reduction of
a and let {a¯} be its class in H1(F,Z/pr(1)). We claim that the following diagram
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commutes.
(2.8)
Hq(K,Z/pr(q − 1)) {a}∪−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Hq+1(K,Z/pr(q))x x
H1(F,Hq−1(Knr,Z/p
r(q − 1))) {a}∪−−−−−−−−−→ H1(F,Hq(Knr,Z/pr(q)))
∼=
y y∼=
H1(F,WrΩ
q−1
log (F
s))⊕ (d log(a¯)∧,d log(a¯)∧)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ H1(F,WrΩqlog(F s))⊕
H1(F,WrΩ
q−2
log (F
s)) H1(F,WrΩ
q−1
log (F
s))∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
Hqpr (F )⊕Hq−1pr (F )
(∪(−1)q−1{a¯},∪(−1)q{a¯})−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Hq+1pr (F )⊕Hqpr (F )
Here the horizontal maps are as follows. The first horizontal map is cup product
with the class of a in H1(K,Z/pr(1)). The second horizontal map is induced by
cup product with the class of a in H1(Knr,Z/p
r(1)). The notation d log(a¯) is as
in [20, §I.3.23], and the third horizontal map is that induced on cohomology by
the homomorphism ω 7→ d log(a¯) ∧ ω on each factor. The fourth horizontal map
is given by cup products as written. That the top square commutes is [22, §1.2,
Lemma 2 (2)]. That the middle square commutes is shown by the formula after [4,
1.4.1]. That the bottom square commutes follows from the formula at the end of
[24, §1.3] and the fact that forming the wedge product with d log a¯ commutes with
δr, as shown in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
The case q = 1 is similar but easier. The sequence (2.4) is simply the inflation-
restriction sequence, and one checks that the following diagram commutes.
(2.9)
H1(K,Z/pr) H2(K,Z/pr(1))
H1(F,Z/pr)) H1(F,H1(Knr,Z/p
r(1)))
H1(F,Z/pr) H1(F,WrΩ
1
log(F
s)⊕WrΩ0log(F s))
H1pr (F ) H
2
pr (F )⊕H1pr (F )
{a}∪
inf
a
∼=
(d log(a¯),0)
ǫ
(∪{a¯},0)
The bottom left vertical map is induced by the isomorphism ǫ : Z/pr → WrΩ0log(F s)
(see [20, Proposition 3.28]). The first horizontal map is cup product with the class
of a in H1(K,Z/pr(1)), the second horizontal map is that induced on cohomology
by sending 1 to the class of a in H1(Knr,Z/p
r(1)), the third horizontal map is that
induced on cohomology by 1 7→ (d log(a¯), 0), and the fourth horizontal map is the
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cup product map as written. Finally, we have a third diagram
(2.10)
H1(K,Z/pr) H2(K,Z/pr(1))
H1(F,Z/pr) H1(F,H1(Knr,Z/p
r(1)))
H1(F,Z/pr) H1(F,WrΩ
1
log(F
s)⊕WrΩ0log(F s))
{π}∪
π
inf
∼=
(0,ǫ)
in which the bottom horizontal map is induced by the isomorphism ǫ : Z/pr →
WrΩ
0
log(F
s). Again, this commutes by [4, 1.4] and [22, §1.2, Lemma 2 (2)].
We can now prove the lemma. Write λ′π for the map defined at the end of [24,
§1.4]. The left-hand column of diagrams (2.9) and (2.10) is, by definition, the map
ι1pr of [24, §1.4]. Given this, the definition of λ′π shows that for q = 2 the map
−λ′π coincides with the right-hand column of (2.9) and (2.10), which is our −λπ.
This is the base case for our proof of Lemma 2.4, which will proceed by induction.
Now suppose that λ′π = λπ on H
q
pr (F ) ⊕ Hq−1pr (F ). We will show that λ′π = λπ on
Hq+1pr (F )⊕Hqpr (F ). Let χ ∈ Hqpr (F ) and let a ∈ O×K . Then diagram (2.8) yields
(−1)qλπ(χ ∪ (−1)q−1{a¯}, 0) = {a} ∪ (−1)q−1λπ((χ, 0)) = −λπ((χ, 0)) ∪ {a}.
By the induction hypothesis, and the definition of λ′π and ι
q
pr in [24, §1.4], we obtain
λπ(χ ∪ (−1)q−1{a¯}, 0) = (−1)q−1λ′π((χ, 0)) ∪ {a}
= (−1)q−1ιqpr (χ) ∪ {a}
= (−1)q−1ιq+1pr (χ ∪ {a¯})
= (−1)q−1λ′π(χ ∪ {a¯}, 0)
= λ′π(χ ∪ (−1)q−1{a¯}, 0).
Since ιq+1pr is determined by its action on elements of the form {ψ, a1, . . . , aq} for ψ ∈
H1pr (F ) and a1, . . . , aq ∈ O×K , this shows the desired result for λ′π on Hq+1pr (F ) ⊕ 0.
The result for λ′π on 0⊕Hqpr (F ) follows in a similar way. 
2.4. The refined Swan conductor. Equipped with the map λπ for the ring
OK [T ], we can define the refined Swan conductor. Kato [24, Theorem 5.1] proves
the following: if χ is an element of filnH
q(K) for n ≥ 1, then there exists a unique
(α, β) ∈ ΩqF ⊕ Ωq−1F such that
(2.11) {χ, 1 + πnT } = λπ(Tα, Tβ) in V q+1(OK [T ]).
Definition 2.5. Let n ≥ 1. Given χ ∈ filnHq(K), the refined Swan conductor of
χ is
rswn,π(χ) = (α, β) ∈ ΩqF ⊕ Ωq−1F
where α, β are as in (2.11).
Remark 2.6. This definition depends on the choice of uniformiser π. Kato presents
the definition slightly differently: his takes values in a twisted module carefully
constructed so that the result is independent of π. Our calculations will depend
heavily on the choice of π, so we stick with the more na¨ıve definition, but the
following lemma (in the special case K = K ′) makes the dependence precise.
We now prove several auxiliary results about the refined Swan conductor.
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Lemma 2.7. Let K ′/K be a finite extension of Henselian discrete valuation fields
of ramification index e. Let π′ be a uniformiser in K ′, let F ′ be the residue field
of K ′ and define a¯ ∈ F ′ to be the reduction of π(π′)−e. Let χ be an element of
filnH
q(K), and let
res: Hq(K)→ Hq(K ′)
be the restriction map. Then res(χ) lies in filen H
q(K ′), and setting rswn,π(χ) =
(α, β) we have
rswen,π′(res(χ)) = (a¯
−n(α + β ∧ d log(a¯)), a¯−neβ).
Proof. That res(χ) lies in filenH
q(K ′) follows from the characterisation of filn given
in [24, Proposition 6.3]. Lemma 2.3 gives
λπ′(T (α+ β ∧ d log(a¯)), eTβ) = {resχ, 1 + πnT } = {resχ, 1 + (π′)enanT },
where a = π(π′)−e. Applying Lemma 2.3 a second time to the automorphism of
OK [T ] defined by T 7→ anT proves the claimed formula. 
The following lemma is implicit in [24, Proposition 5.4], which is stated without
proof. For completeness, we provide a proof here.
Lemma 2.8. Let χ be an element of filnH
q(K) with rswn,π(χ) = (α, β). Then
dα = 0 and dβ = (−1)qnα.
We first prove an intermediate lemma.
Lemma 2.9. Let R = F (T ) and let α be an element of Ωq−1F for some q ≥ 2. Then
δ1(Tdα) = {(−1)qδ1(Tα), T } ∈ Hq+1p (R).
Proof. By [24, 1.3.2], the subgroup dΩq−1R is in the kernel of δ1 : Ω
q
R → Hq+1p (R), so
0 = δ1(d(Tα)) = δ1(Tdα) + δ1(dT ∧ α)
and therefore
δ1(Tdα) = −δ1(dT ∧ α) = (−1)qδ1(Tα ∧ dT/T ) = {(−1)qδ1(Tα), T }
by the last formula of [24, §1.3]. 
Proof of Lemma 2.8. By definition of rswn,π, we have {χ, 1 + πnT } = λπ(Tα, Tβ)
in V q+1(OK [T ]). We would like to take the cup product with −πnT , but as this is
not a unit in K[T ] we first have to pass to a larger ring. Let A be the Henselisation
of the localisation of OK [T ] at the ideal mKOK [T ]. By [24, 1.8.1], the natural map
V q+2(OK [T ])→ V q+2(A) = Hq+2(A⊗OK K) is injective. Working in V q+2(A), we
compute
0 = {χ, 1 + πnT,−πnT }
= {λπ(Tα, Tβ),−πnT }
= {λπ(Tα, Tβ), T }+ n{λπ(Tα, Tβ), π}+ {λπ(Tα, Tβ),−1}.(2.12)
The last term in (2.12) is zero, from the formula in [24, §1.3] and d log(−1) = 0.
Let ιqp : H
q
p(F (T )) → V q(A) be the canonical lift of [24, §1.4], which is the first
component of λπ. By Lemma 2.9 and [24, §1.4], the first term of (2.12) is
{λπ(Tα, Tβ), T } = {ιq+1p (δ1(Tα)), T }+ {ιqp(δ1(Tβ)), π, T }
= {ιq+1p (δ1(Tα)), T } − {ιqp(δ1(Tβ)), T, π}
= ιq+2p {δ1(Tα), T } − {ιq+1p {δ1(Tβ), T }, π}
= (−1)q+1(ιq+2p (δ1(Tdα)) + {ιq+1p (δ1(Tdβ)), π})
= (−1)q+1λπ(Tdα, Tdβ).
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For the middle term of (2.12) we have
{λπ(Tα, Tβ), π} = {ιq+1p (δ1(Tα)), π}+ {ιqp(δ1(Tβ)), π, π} = λπ(0, Tα),
because again {ιqp(δ1(Tβ)),−1} = 0 and {π,−π} = 0. This produces
(−1)q+1λπ(Tdα, Tdβ) + nλπ(0, Tα) = 0,
in V q+2(A) and therefore also in V q+2(OK [T ]). The result now follows from the
injectivity of λπ and [24, Lemma 3.8]. 
We conclude this section with a description of the refined Swan conductor of pχ
in the case that sw(χ) is sufficiently large.
Lemma 2.10. Let e be the absolute ramification index of K, and set e′ = ep/(p−1).
Let χ ∈ Hq(K) have sw(χ) = n > e′ and let rswn,π(χ) = (α, β). Then sw(pχ) =
n− e and rswn−e,π(pχ) = ( pπeα, pπeβ).
Proof. Let m = n− e. Then
{pχ, 1 + πm+1T } = {χ, (1 + πm+1T )p}
= {χ, 1 + πn+1T ′}
where T ′ = (1+π
m+1T )p−1
πn+1 = a1T + a2T
2+ · · ·+ apT p with a1, . . . , ap ∈ OK . There-
fore, T ′ ∈ OK [T ]. Since sw(χ) = n, we have {χ, 1 + πn+1T ′} = 0 in V q+1(OK [T ]),
by the functoriality of V q+1(·). Therefore, sw(pχ) ≤ m.
Suppose for contradiction that {pχ, 1 + πn−eT } = 0 in V q+1(OK [T ]). Similarly
to the calculation above, we have
(2.13) {pχ, 1 + πn−eT } = {χ, 1 + πnT ′′}
where T ′′ = (1+π
n−eT )p−1
πn = b1T + π(b2T
2 + · · · + bpT p) with b1 ∈ O×K and
b2, . . . , bp ∈ OK . Now [24, Lemma 5.5 (3)] gives
(2.14)
{χ, 1+πnT ′′} = {χ, 1+πnb1T }+{χ, 1+πn+1(b2T 2+ · · ·+ bpT p)} ∈ V q+1(OK [T ]).
Recall that sw(χ) = n so {χ, 1 + πn+1(b2T 2 + · · · + bpT p)} = 0 ∈ V q+1(OK [T ]),
whereby
(2.15) {χ, 1 + πnT ′′} = {χ, 1 + πnb1T } ∈ V q+1(OK [T ])
Hence, {χ, 1 + πnb1T } = 0 ∈ V q+1(OK [T ]) = V q+1(OK [b1T ]), which contradicts
the fact that sw(χ) = n. Therefore, sw(pχ) = n− e, as required.
Now suppose that n− e ≥ 1. By (2.13) and (2.15),
{pχ, 1 + πn−eT } = {χ, 1 + πnb1T } ∈ V q+1(OK [T ]).
By the definition of the refined Swan conductor,
{χ, 1 + πnb1T } = λπ(αb1T, βb1T ) ∈ V q+1(OK [b1T ]) = V q+1(OK [T ]).
Observing that b1 = p/π
e completes the proof. 
3. The tame part
We return to the situation of the introduction. Let k be a finite extension of
Qp with ring of integers Ok, uniformiser π and residue field F. Let X/k be a
smooth, geometrically irreducible variety over k, and let X be a smooth Ok-model
of X having geometrically irreducible special fibre Y . Denote by K the function
field of X and by F the function field of Y . Let Kh be the field of fractions of a
Henselisation of the discrete valuation ring OX ,Y .
The natural map BrX → BrKh allows us to pull back Kato’s definition of the
Swan conductor, and the associated filtration, to BrX . In this section we look at
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the smallest piece fil0 BrX of Kato’s filtration on BrX . By [24, Proposition 6.1]
and [17, Corollaire 1.3], this is the same as the subgroup of BrX consisting of
those elements whose image in BrKh is split by an unramified extension of Kh.
Equivalently, such an element is split by a finite extension L/K, where L is the
field of fractions of a discrete valuation ring e´tale over OK = OX ,Y . To see this
equivalence, note that the maximal unramified extension Khnr of K
h is the field of
fractions of a strict Henselisation of OK , and therefore is is the colimit of all such
extensions L/K.
Let n ≥ 1. By [24, Proposition 6.1(1)]), the image of
λπ : H
2
n(F )⊕H1n(F )→ H2n(Kh) = BrKh[n]
coincides with fil0H
2
n(K
h). Define a homomorphism
∂ : fil0H
2
n(K
h)→ H1n(F )
to be the inverse of λπ followed by projection onto the second factor. We will denote
the composition fil0 BrX [n]→ fil0H2n(Kh)→ H1n(F ) also by ∂.
3.1. Evaluation of tame elements of p-power order. The main result of this
section is the following.
Proposition 3.1. (1) If A is an element of fil0 BrX [pr], then ∂(A) lies in
H1(Y,Z/pr) ⊂ H1(F,Z/pr).
(2) Let P ∈ X (Ok) reduce to a point P0 ∈ Y (F). Then the following diagram
commutes:
fil0 BrX [p
r]
∂−−−−→ H1(Y,Z/pr)
P∗
y yP∗0
Br k[pr]
∂−−−−→
∼=
H1(F,Z/pr)
.
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.2. (i) For A ∈ fil0 BrX [pr], the evaluation map |A| : X (Ok) →
Br k depends only on ∂(A).
(ii) For A ∈ fil0 BrX [pr] and P ∈ X(k) reducing to a smooth point P0 ∈ Y (F),
the evaluation A(P ) depends only on P0.
We first prove a lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let τ : SpecF → Y be the inclusion of the generic point. Let q, r ≥ 1.
Then the map
i∗Rqj∗Z/p
r(q − 1)→ τ∗τ∗i∗Rqj∗Z/pr(q − 1)
of sheaves on Y is injective.
Proof. We use induction on r. For the case r = 1, it suffices to prove the state-
ment after adjoining a pth root of unity to the base field k, and then this is [4,
Proposition 6.1(i)].
For any q,m, the sheaf τ∗i∗Rqj∗Z/p
r(m) on Fe´t is the sheaf corresponding to
the Gal(F s/F )-module Hq(Khnr,Z/p
r(m)). Consider the long exact sequence in
cohomology on Khnr coming from the short exact sequence
(3.1) 0→ Z/pr−1 → Z/pr → Z/p→ 0
of Galois modules. We have a commutative diagram
Kq−1(K
h
nr) Kq−1(K
h
nr)y y
Hq−1(Khnr,Z/p
r(q − 1)) −−−−→ Hq−1(Khnr,Z/p(q − 1))
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in which the vertical maps are the Galois symbols, which are surjective by [4, §5];
this shows that the bottom map is surjective. It follows that the long exact sequence
of cohomology of (3.1) gives
0→ Hq(Khnr,Z/pr−1(q − 1))→ Hq(Khnr,Z/pr(q − 1))→ Hq(Khnr,Z/p(q − 1)).
Consider this as a sequence of sheaves on Fe´t. Applying τ∗ gives the bottom row
of the following commutative diagram of sheaves on Y .
i∗Rqj∗Z/p
r−1(q − 1) i∗Rqj∗Z/pr(q − 1) i∗Rqj∗Z/p(q − 1)
0 τ∗τ
∗i∗Rqj∗Z/p
r−1(q − 1) τ∗τ∗i∗Rqj∗Z/pr(q − 1) τ∗τ∗i∗Rqj∗Z/p(q − 1)
By induction, the two outer vertical maps are injective, and therefore the middle
one is as well. 
To prove Proposition 3.1(1), we will prove a result for general q, in the case that
X is affine.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that X = SpecA is affine, and define R = A/mkA. Let
r ≥ 1 and q ≥ 2. Let χ be an element of fil0Hqpr (Kh) and write χ = λπ(α, β) with
α, β ∈ Hqpr (F ) ⊕ Hq−1pr (F ). If χ lies in the image of V qpr (A), then (α, β) lies in the
image of Hqpr (R)⊕Hq−1pr (R).
Proof. Let λπ : H
q
pr (R) ⊕ Hq−1pr (R) → V qpr (A) be the map of Section 2.2. The se-
quences (2.4) give a commutative diagram as follows.
(3.2)
0 Hqpr (R)⊕Hq−1pr (R) V qpr (A) H0(R, i∗Rqj∗Z/pr(q − 1))
0 Hqpr (F )⊕Hq−1pr (F ) Hqpr (Kh) H0(F,Hqpr (Khnr))
a
λπ
b c
λπ res
By assumption χ = λπ(α, β) lies in the image of b. To show that (α, β) lies in
the image of a, it is enough to prove that c is injective; but this follows from
Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We first prove part (1). Let A lie in fil0 BrX [pr]; then
∂(A) lies in H1(F,Z/pr) and we must show that it actually lies in H1(Y,Z/pr).
By [1, Corollaire I.10.3], this subgroup consists of all classes in H1(F,Z/pr) such
that the corresponding torsor is unramified on Y ; this condition may be checked
on an affine cover of Y . Let SpecA be any affine open subset of X that meets
Y . Lift A (using the Kummer sequence) to H2(X,Z/pr(1)). Looking at (2.1) for
the morphisms SpecOX ,Y → SpecA → X shows that the map H2(X,Z/pr(1)) →
H2(Kh,Z/pr(1)) = V 2pr (OX ,Y ) factors through V 2pr (A), and so Lemma 3.4 shows
that ∂(A) lies in H1(Spec(A/mkA),Z/pr). The affine schemes Spec(A/mkA) arising
in this way cover Y , proving the statement.
Part (2) now follows easily from Lemma 2.3. 
3.2. Comparison with the classical residue map. For a Henselian discrete
valuation field with perfect residue field, there is a standard definition of a residue
map, as in for example [32, §XII.3] or [12, §1.1]. In our setting, this definition
carries over unchanged to define a residue map
∂′ : Br(Khnr/K
h)→ H1(F,Q/Z).
We will now recall this definition and verify that it is compatible with ours.
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Let δ : H1(F,Q/Z) → H2(F,Z) be the connecting map coming from the short
exact sequence 0 → Z → Q → Q/Z→ 0 of Galois modules. It is an isomorphism.
Let ∂′ be the composite map
H2(Khnr/K
h, (Khnr)
×)
v−→ H2(Khnr/Kh,Z) ∼= H2(F,Z) δ←− H1(F,Q/Z),
where v : (Khnr)
× → Z is the valuation. Let A be the ring of integers in Kh, and
let ι′ be the composite of the natural maps
BrF
∼←− BrA→ Br(Khnr/Kh).
By the same argument as [32, §XII.3, Theorem 2] and the remark following it, the
sequence
(3.3) 0→ BrF ι
′
−→ Br(Khnr/Kh) ∂
′
−→ H1(F,Q/Z)→ 0
is exact.
To state the following proposition, we make use of the exact triangle
(3.4) Z/n(1)→ Gm n−→ Gm → Z/n(1)[1]
of complexes of sheaves on the e´tale site of any field, for any n ≥ 1. Recall also the
map ι2n : H
2(F,Z/n(1)) → fil0H2(Kh,Z/n(1)), which is the first component of λπ
(see [24, 1.4]).
Proposition 3.5. For any integer n ≥ 1, the following diagram commutes:
(3.5)
H2(F,Z/n(1))
ι2n−−−−→ fil0H2(Kh,Z/n(1)) ∂−−−−→ H1(F,Z/n)y y y
BrF
ι′−−−−→ Br(Khnr/Kh) ∂
′
−−−−→ H1(F,Q/Z)
.
Here the two left-hand vertical maps come from the triangle (3.4), and the right-
hand one from the natural inclusion Z/n→ Q/Z.
We first prove a lemma on cup products.
Lemma 3.6. Let L be a field, and let n be a positive integer. Let u : L× →
H1(L,Z/n(1)) and t : H2(L,Z/n(1)) → BrL be the maps coming from the tri-
angle (3.4). Let δ : H1(L,Z/n) → H2(L,Z) be the connecting map coming from
the short exact sequence 0 → Z → Z → Z/n → 0 of Galois modules. For
χ ∈ H1(L,Z/n) and a ∈ L×, we have δχ ∪ a = t(χ ∪ u(a)).
Note that this definition of δ agrees with the previous one when H1(L,Z/n) is
considered as a subgroup of H1(L,Q/Z).
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma separately for n invertible in L, and for n = pr
where p > 0 is the characteristic of L and r ≥ 1. For n invertible in L, we have
Z/n(1) = µn, the triangle (3.4) is the Kummer sequence, and the lemma is proved
in [16, proof of Proposition 4.7.1] .
For n = pr, let Ls be a separable closure of L. The triangle (3.4) is the short
exact sequence
0→ (Ls)× p
r
−→ (Ls)× d log−−−→WrΩ1Ls,log → 0
of Galois modules, u is the map d log : L× →WrΩ1L,log, and t is the boundary map
H1(L,WrΩ
1
Ls,log) → H2(L, (Ls)×). Note that the above sequence is isomorphic
to that obtained by taking the short exact sequence 0 → Z → Z → Z/pr → 0
and forming the tensor product with (Ls)×. The result then follows from [16,
Proposition 3.4.8]. 
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Proof of Proposition 3.5. We first express ι′ in terms of Galois cohomology. The
strict Henselisation Ash is the ring of integers in Khnr and has residue field F
s,
a separable closure of F . The Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence, together with
Pic(Ash) = Br(Ash) = 0 [29, Corollary IV.1.7], gives an isomorphism
H2(Khnr/K
h, (Ash)×) ∼= BrA,
compatible with the usual isomorphisms
H2(F, (F s)×) ∼= BrF and H2(Khnr/Kh, (Khnr)×) ∼= Br(Khnr/Kh).
So ι′ is identified with the composite
H2(F, (F s)×)
∼←− H2(Khnr/Kh, (Ash)×)→ H2(Khnr/Kh, (Khnr)×).
Both rows of the diagram (3.5) are split exact sequences: the map χ 7→ {ι1n(χ), π}
is (by definition) a section of ∂; and the map χ 7→ δχ∪π is a section of ∂′. (Here we
identify the absolute Galois group of F with Gal(Khnr/K
h).) It is therefore enough
to show that the following diagram commutes:
H2(F,Z/n(1))
ι2n−−−−→ fil0H2(Kh,Z/n(1)) χ7→{ι
1
n(χ),π}←−−−−−−−− H1(F,Z/n)y y y
H2(F, (F s)×)
ι′−−−−→ H2(Khnr/Kh, (Khnr)×) χ7→δχ∪π←−−−−−− H1(F,Q/Z)
.
That the right-hand square commutes follows from Lemma 3.6 applied toKh. (Note
that ι1n is simply the identification of Galois groups just mentioned)
For the left-hand square, ι2n is defined separately in [24, 1.4] for n invertible in F ,
and for n = pr. If n is invertible in F , then the commutativity follows immediately
from the definition and the Kummer sequence on A. For n = pr, it suffices to
prove it for elements {χ, a¯} where χ ∈ H1(F,Z/n) and a¯ ∈ F×. By definition,
we have {χ, a¯} = χ ∪ u(a¯), so Lemma 3.6 shows that the image of this element in
H2(F, (F s)×) is equal to δχ ∪ a¯; applying ι′ gives δχ ∪ a, where a ∈ A× is a lift of
a¯ and we have as before identified Gal(F s/F ) with Gal(Khnr/K
h). On the other
hand, first applying ι2n gives {ι1n(χ), a} = χ∪u(a) and Lemma 3.6 again shows that
the image in H2(Khnr/K
h, (Khnr)
×) is δχ ∪ a, as desired. 
We conclude this section with an alternative description of the kernel of ∂.
The natural map BrK → BrKh allows us to extend the definition of ∂′ to
Br(Khnr/K) = fil0 BrK. The following lemma is a generalisation of a result of [12,
§1.1] to the case of imperfect residue field.
Lemma 3.7. The kernel of ∂′ : fil0 BrK → H1(F,Q/Z) coincides with the image
of BrOX ,Y → BrK.
Proof. Let i : SpecF → SpecOX ,Y and j : SpecK → SpecOX ,Y be the inclusions
of the special and generic points, respectively. As in [17, §2], where the case of
perfect residue field is treated, the short exact sequence
0→ Gm → j∗Gm → i∗Z→ 0
of sheaves on SpecOX ,Y gives rise to an exact sequence
0→ BrOX ,Y → H2(OX ,Y , j∗Gm)→ H2(F,Z).
The Leray spectral sequence shows that H2(OX ,Y , j∗Gm) is the kernel of the natural
map BrK → BrKhnr. Applying the same construction to the Henselisation A =
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OhX ,Y gives a commutative diagram with exact rows
0 −−−−→ BrOX ,Y −−−−→ Br(Khnr/K) −−−−→ H2(F,Z)y y ∥∥∥
0 −−−−→ BrA −−−−→ Br(Khnr/Kh) −−−−→ H2(F,Z)
.
If α ∈ fil0 BrK satisfies ∂′(α) = 0, then the exact sequence (3.3) shows that the
image of α in BrKh lies in the image of ι′, which is the image of BrA. From the
above diagram it then follows that α lies in the image of BrOX ,Y . 
The maps ∂ : fil0 BrX [n] → H1(Y,Z/n) fit together to give a map fil0 BrX →
H1(Y,Q/Z), which we also denote by ∂.
Corollary 3.8. The kernel of ∂ : fil0 BrX → H1(Y,Q/Z) coincides with the image
of the natural map BrX → BrX.
Proof. The purity theorem [35, Theorem 1.2] shows BrX = BrX ∩ BrOX ,Y , with
the intersection taking place inside BrK. (This particular case of the purity the-
orem was proved by Gabber [14, Theorem 2.2].) By Lemma 3.7, this consists of
those elements of fil0 BrX lying in the kernel of ∂
′, and by Proposition 3.5 this
coincides with the kernel of ∂. 
4. The wild part
In this section we prove Theorem B (Proposition 4.4), describing the local be-
haviour of the evaluation map for a wild element of BrX [p] in terms of its refined
Swan conductor. Our main tool is the description by Bloch and Kato [4] of the
graded pieces of the filtration on BrKh[p], which allows us to prove the theorem
by explicit calculation. We keep the notation of the previous section.
4.1. Statement of the main result. We first need a well-known fact relating
lifts of points to tangent vectors. For r ≥ 1 we write qr for the reduction map
X (Ok) → X (Ok/πrOk), where π denotes a uniformiser of k. For P ∈ X (Ok) we
use B(P, r) to denote the set q−1r (qr(P )) of points Q ∈ X (Ok) such that Q has the
same image as P in X (Ok/πr).
Lemma 4.1. There is a function B(P, r) → TP0(Y ), which we denote as Q 7→
[
−−→
PQ]r, depending on the choice of uniformiser π and with the following properties.
(1) The function factors as qr+1 followed by a bijection from qr+1(B(P, r)) to
TP0(Y ).
(2) For a point Q ∈ B(P, r) and a regular function f ∈ OX ,P0, we have
f(Q) ≡ f(P ) + πrdfP0([
−−→
PQ]r) (mod π
r+1),
where df ∈ Ω1OY,P0/F is the derivative of f restricted to Y , dfP0 ∈ Ω
1
Y (P0)
is its value at P0, and Ω
1
Y (P0) is naturally identified with the F-linear dual
of TP0(Y ).
(3) Let k′/k be a finite extension, with F′/F the extension of residue fields, and
let X ′ and Y ′ be the base changes of X to k′ and Y to F′, respectively. Let
P ′ ∈ X ′(k′) be the base change of P . Fix a uniformiser π′ in k′ and write
π = c(π′)e with c ∈ O×k′ , so that e is the ramification index of k′/k. Let c¯
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denote the image of c in F×. Then the diagram
qr+1(B(P, r))
[
−→
P ·]r−−−−→ TP0(Y )y y×c¯r
qer+1(B(P
′, er))
[
−→
P ′·]er−−−−→ TP0(Y ′)
commutes, where we identify TP0(Y
′) with TP0(Y )⊗F F′.
(4) Let φ : X ′ → X be an e´tale morphism of Ok-schemes, and let P ′ ∈ X ′(Ok)
satisfy φ(P ′) = P . Let X ′, Y ′ be the generic and special fibres of X ′, re-
spectively, and let P ′0 ∈ Y ′(F) be the reduction of P ′. Then the diagram
qr+1(B(P
′, r))
[
−→
P ′·]r−−−−→ TP ′0(Y ′)
φ
y y∼=
qr+1(B(P, r))
[
−→
P ·]r−−−−→ TP0(Y )
commutes, where the right-hand vertical arrow is the isomorphism on tan-
gent spaces induced by φ.
Proof. One explicit way to see this is as follows. Write d = dimX . Since X → Ok
is smooth at P0, there is a neighbourhood of P0 that embeds into A
n
Ok
as the zero
set of n − d polynomials f1, . . . , fn−d. Such an embedding induces an embedding
of the tangent space TP (X ) into TP (An) ∼= Onk . Consider a point Q ∈ An(Ok) that
is congruent to P modulo πr; we can write Q = P + πrv, where v ∈ TP (AnOk) is
a vector. Using the Taylor expansion, the condition that qr+1(Q) lie in X can be
written as
(4.1) (f1(Q), . . . , fn−d(Q)) = (f1(P ), . . . , fn−d(P )) + π
rJ(P )v ≡ 0 (mod πr+1),
where J is the (n − d) × n Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of the fi. Let
v¯ ∈ Fn be the reduction of v modulo π; the reduction of J(P ) modulo π is J(P0).
The condition (4.1) is equivalent to J(P0)v¯ = 0, which simply says that v¯ lies in
the tangent space TP0(Y ); because Y is smooth at P0, this is an F-vector space of
dimension d. So every point Q ∈ B(P, r) gives rise to a vector v¯ ∈ TP0(Y ), and we
define [
−−→
PQ]r = v¯. Conversely, every v¯ ∈ TP0(Y ) gives a solution to (4.1), which by
Hensel’s Lemma lifts to a point of B(P, r). This defines the bijection of (1).
For (2), take Q ∈ B(P, r) and write as before Q = P + πrv, where v ∈ Onk
has reduction v¯ lying in TP0(Y ). The function f extends to a regular function on
a neighbourhood of P0 in A
n
Ok
, and we denote the extension also by f . Taylor
expansion gives
f(Q) ≡ f(P ) + πr∇f(P ) · v (mod πr+1).
This depends only on v¯, and the restriction of∇f(P ) to TP0(Y ) is dfP0 , proving (2).
Also, property (2) characterises the bijection and does not depend on the embedding
used to define it, showing that the bijection itself does not depend on the embedding.
The statement (3) follows easily from the definitions using
P + πrv = P + cr(π′)erv.
Finally, (4) follows immediately from the characterisation (2).
Alternatively, this is a special case of [33, Section 04BU]. 
Remark 4.2. The canonical bijection is between qr+1(B(P, r)) and the vector space
TP0(Y )⊗F(mr/mr+1), instead of TP0(Y ), as can be seen by applying (3) with k = k′.
See, for example, [1, §III.5]. That gives a bijection independent of the choice of π.
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However, since we will need to use the formula (2), we opt for the explicit rather
than the canonical choice.
Given this linear structure on neighbourhoods of points in X (Ok), we can define
two types of function that will be useful in describing the evaluation maps arising
from the Brauer group of X .
Definition 4.3. Let f : X (Ok)→ Z/pZ be a function and let r ≥ 1 be an integer.
(1) The function f is r-locally constant if, for every P ∈ X (Ok), f is constant on
B(P, r). In other words, f factors through the reduction map qr : X (Ok)→
X (Ok/πrOk).
(2) The function f is r-locally affine if, for every P ∈ X (Ok) with reduction
P0 ∈ Y (F), there is an Fp-linear function φ : TP0Y → Z/pZ such that
f(Q) = f(P ) + φ([
−−→
PQ]r) for all Q ∈ B(P, r).
An r-locally constant function is also s-locally constant for all s ≥ r, and an
r-locally affine function is (r + 1)-locally constant. Note that replacing P with a
different Q ∈ B(P, r) acts as a translation on TP0Y , hence the name “affine” rather
than “linear”.
In what follows, we will identify the p-torsion subgroup of Q/Z with Z/pZ and
so consider elements of Br k[p] as having invariants lying in Z/pZ.
Proposition 4.4. Let n > 0, let A ∈ filn BrX [p], and let rswn,π(A) = (α, β) ∈
Ω2F ⊕ Ω1F . Let P ∈ X (Ok), and let P0 ∈ Y (F) be the reduction of P . Then
(1) α and β are regular at P0;
(2) the evaluation map |A| : X (Ok)→ Br k[p] is n-locally affine. Explicitly, for
Q ∈ B(P, n) we have
invA(Q) = invA(P ) + TrF/Fp βP0([
−−→
PQ]n).
In particular, if βP0 6= 0, then |A| maps B(P, n) surjectively to Br k[p].
If β = 0 then, furthermore,
(3) |A| is n-locally constant and, if (p, n) 6= (2, 2), |A| is (n− 1)-locally affine;
(4) if αP0 6= 0, then there exists Q ∈ B(P, 1) such that |A| maps B(Q,n − 1)
surjectively to Br k[p];
(5) there exists γ ∈ Ω1Y (P0) such that the following holds: let s be any integer
with 1 ≤ s < n/2, let Q ∈ B(P, s) and set r = n−s. Then, for R ∈ B(Q, r),
invA(R) = invA(Q)− sTrF/Fp αP0([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r) + gQ(R),
where gQ : B(Q, r) → Z/pZ is a continuous function satisfying gQ(R) =
TrF/Fp(γ([
−−→
QR]n−1)) for all R ∈ B(Q,n− 1).
4.2. Preliminaries on Hilbert symbols. In this section, we assume that k is a
finite extension of Qp containing a primitive pth root of unity ζ. For a ∈ Ok, we
write a¯ for its image in the residue field F of k. If e is the absolute ramification
index of k, then we define e′ = ep/(p− 1). The integer e′ has the property that any
a ≡ 1 (mod πe′+1) is a pth power in k: see [7, Proposition 4.1.2].
Given a, b ∈ k, let (a, b)p ∈ Br k[p] denote the class of the corresponding cyclic
algebra, which depends on the choice of ζ. Alternatively, as in [32, §XIV.2], (a, b)p
can be constructed as a cup product as follows: let δ : k×/(k×)p → H1(k,µp) be
the Kummer isomorphism, and take the image of (δ(a), δ(b)) under the composition
H1(k,µp)×H1(k,µp) ∪−→ H2(k,µ⊗2p )
∼=−→ H2(k,µp)→ H2(k, k¯×) = Br k,
where we have used the choice of ζ to give an isomorphism µ⊗2p
∼= µp. As before,
we will consider the invariant inv(a, b)p as lying in Z/pZ.
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Lemma 4.5. Let a ∈ Ok and b ∈ O×k . Then
inv(1 + aπe
′
, b)p = 0.
Proof. See [32, Proposition XV.3.6]. 
Lemma 4.6. Let a ∈ Ok. Then
inv(1 + aπe
′
, π)p = TrF/Fp
(
a¯
πe
′
p(1− ζ)
)
,
where we abuse notation by writing π
e′
p(1−ζ) for its image in F.
Proof. This follows from [32, Proposition XV.3.6] and [32, XIV.5, Example follow-
ing Lemma 4]. 
Lemma 4.7. Let a, b be elements of Ok, and let 0 < m < e′. Then we have
inv(1 + aπm, 1 + bπe
′−m)p = mTrF/Fp
(
a¯b¯
πe
′
p(ζ − 1)
)
where we abuse notation by writing π
e′
p(ζ−1) for its image in F.
Proof. By [13, Exercise VII.1.1(b)],
(1 + aπm, 1 + bπe
′−m)p =
(1 + aπm, 1− abπe′)p + (bπe′−m, 1− abπe′)p + (1− abπe′ , 1 + bπe′−m)p.
By Lemma 4.5, (1 + aπm, 1 − abπe′)p = (1 − abπe′ , 1 + bπe′−m)p = 0 in Br k.
Therefore,
(1 + aπm, 1 + bπe
′−m)p = (bπ
e′−m, 1− abπe′)p.
If b ∈ O×k , then the result follows from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, bilinearity, and the
fact that p | e′ (because ζ ∈ k). If b /∈ O×k , then the result still holds by Lemmas
4.5 and 4.6, bilinearity, and the fact that abπe
′
/(p(ζ − 1)) reduces to zero in F. 
Corollary 4.8. Let a, b be elements of Ok, and let r, s be strictly positive integers
satisfying r + s > e′. Then
inv(1 + aπr, 1 + bπs) = 0.
Proof. This is simply the special case of Lemma 4.7 in which one of a, b is divisible
by π. 
Lemma 4.9. Let a, b ∈ Ok and suppose that a is a pth power. Let m be a positive
integer divisible by p, and let r be a positive integer satisfying r > (e′−m)/p. Then
we have inv(1 + πma, 1 + πrb)p = 0.
Proof. Let x ∈ Ok satisfy xp = a and write m = pn. Then we have
(1 + πnx)p ≡ 1 + πma (mod pπn),
and so
(1 + πnx)p = (1 + πma)(1 + pπnc)
for some c ∈ Ok. This gives
0 = inv((1 + πnx)p, 1 + πrb)p
= inv(1 + πma, 1 + πrb)p + inv(1 + pπ
nc, 1 + πrb)p
and we have v(pπn) + r = e + n+ r > e′ by assumption. The second term is zero
by Corollary 4.8, and so the first is as well. 
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The “correction factor” πe
′
/(p(ζ − 1)) used in [32] differs from the πe′/(ζ − 1)p
used in [24], so we compare them for future reference. Note that both are units in
Ok.
Lemma 4.10. We have
πe
′
p(ζ − 1) ≡ −
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p (mod π).
Proof. We have
p = (1− ζ)(1 − ζ2) · · · (1− ζp−1) = (1− ζ)p−1
(
1 · 1− ζ
2
1− ζ · · ·
1− ζp−1
1− ζ
)
.
Because ζ ≡ 1 (mod π), this gives
p
(ζ − 1)p−1 = 1 · (1 + ζ) · · · (1 + ζ + · · ·+ ζ
p−2) ≡ (p− 1)! ≡ −1 (mod π)
by Wilson’s Theorem. 
We will need one more result for the case p = 2.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose p = 2 and e > 1. Let a ∈ O×k and b ∈ Ok. Then
inv(1 + πe
′−2a2, 1 + πb)2 = TrF/F2
(
a¯b¯
πe
2
)
.
Proof. Define c ∈ Ok by
(1 + πe
′−2a2)(1 + πe
′−1c) = (1 + π(e
′−2)/2a)2.
Then we have
1 + πe
′−1c = (1 + 2π(e
′−2)/2a+ πe
′−2a2)(1 − πe′−2a2 +O(πe′ ))
= 1 + 2π(e
′−2)/2a+O(πe
′
)
(here we use e > 1 and therefore e′ ≥ 4) and so
c ≡ 2
πe
a (mod π).
By definition of c, we have
inv(1 + πe
′−2a2, 1 + πb)2 = inv(1 + π
e′−1c, 1 + πb)2
and the result now follows from Lemma 4.7. 
4.3. The Bloch–Kato filtration. In this section we briefly recall the filtration
on BrK[p] defined by Bloch–Kato [4]. We again assume that k contains a primitive
pth root of unity ζ, in which case the Bloch–Kato filtration coincides with Kato’s
filtration [24, Proposition 4.1(6)]. For a detailed exposition, see [7].
Denote by R the Henselisation of the discrete valuation ring OX ,Y , having field
of fractions Kh. Bloch and Kato define a filtration on Hq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) for arbitrary
q > 0 as follows. For a1, . . . , an non-zero elements of K
h, let (a1, . . . , an)p denote
the class
δ(a1) ∪ · · · ∪ δ(an) ∈ Hq(Kh,µ⊗qp ).
Now define U0Hq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) = H
q(Kh,µ⊗qp ), and for m > 0 let U
mHq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) be
the subgroup generated by elements of the form (1+a1π
m, a2, . . . , an)p with a1 ∈ R
and a2, . . . , an ∈ (Kh)×. This gives a decreasing filtration on Hq(Kh,µ⊗qp ). For
m ≥ 0, let grm denote the quotient UmHq(Kh,µ⊗qp )/Um+1Hq(Kh,µ⊗qp ).
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Let ΩqF = Ω
q
F/Z denote the module of absolute differentials of F ; let Z
q
F ⊂ ΩqF
be the kernel of d : ΩqF → Ωq+1F , and let BqF ⊂ ΩqF be the image of d : Ωq−1F → ΩqF .
By [4, Lemma 4.2], the group ΩqF is generated by elements of the form
x
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq
yq
for x ∈ F and y1, . . . , yq ∈ F×.
Following [4], we denote by C−1 : ΩqF → ZqF /BqF the inverse Cartier operator
(also denoted γ in [7]). Let ΩqF,log, the group of logarithmic q-forms of F , be the
kernel of C−1−1: ΩqF → ΩqF /BqF . By [4, Theorem 2.1], the group ΩqF,log is generated
by elements of the form
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq
yq
for y1, . . . , yq ∈ F×.
Bloch and Kato [4, §5] prove the following. This formulation follows that given
by Colliot-The´le`ne [7, The´ore`me 4.3.1], though we have changed some orderings to
make our maps ρi coincide with those of [4] and [24] rather than [7].
Theorem 4.12 (Bloch–Kato). For m > e′, the group UmHq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) is zero.
We have the following description of the graded pieces grm for 0 ≤ m ≤ e′. For an
element x ∈ F , the notation x˜ refers to an arbitrary lift of x to Kh.
(1) The homomorphism ρ0 : Ω
q
F,log ⊕ Ωq−1F,log → gr0 defined by
ρ0(
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq
yq
, 0) = (y˜1, . . . , y˜q)p
ρ0(0,
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq−1
yq−1
) = (y˜1, . . . , y˜q−1, π)p
is an isomorphism.
(2) For 0 < m < e′ and p ∤ m, the homomorphism ρm : Ω
q−1
F → grm defined by
ρm(x
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq−1
yq−1
) = (1 + x˜πm, y˜1, . . . , y˜q−1)p
is an isomorphism.
(3) For 0 < m < e′ and p | m, the homomorphism ρm : Ωq−1F ⊕ Ωq−2F → grm
defined by
ρm(x
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq−1
yq−1
, 0) = (1 + x˜πm, y˜1, . . . , y˜q−1)p
ρm(0, x
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq−2
yq−2
) = (1 + x˜πm, y˜1, . . . , y˜q−2, π)p
induces an isomorphism Ωq−1F /Z
q−1
F ⊕ Ωq−2F /Zq−2F ∼= grm.
(4) The homomorphism ρe′ : Ω
q−1
F ⊕ Ωq−2F → gre
′
defined by
ρe′(x
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq−1
yq−1
, 0) = (1 + x˜(ζ − 1)p, y˜1, . . . , y˜q−1)p
ρe′(0, x
dy1
y1
∧ · · · ∧ dyq−2
yq−2
) = (1 + x˜(ζ − 1)p, y˜1, . . . , y˜q−2, π)p
induces an isomorphism
Ωq−1F
Bq−1F
/(C−1 − 1)Ωq−1F ⊕
Ωq−2F
Bq−2F
/(C−1 − 1)Ωq−2F ∼= gre
′
.
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It is not difficult to check that the functions ρi are well defined, do not depend
on the choice of lifts and are indeed homomorphisms. Of course we are welcome to
choose lifts that lie in K ⊂ Kh.
4.4. Calculation of evaluation maps. We will now prove results similar to
Proposition 4.4 for each of the types of cyclic algebra appearing in Theorem 4.12
in the case q = 2. Those in Ue
′
H2(Kh,µ⊗2p ) are split by an unramified extension
of Kh and have already been dealt with in Section 3.
Throughout this section, we assume that k contains a primitive pth root of unity
ζ, and use this to identify
H2(K,µ⊗2p )
∼= H2(K,µp) = BrK[p].
As before, for a, b ∈ K×, the notation (a, b)p refers to the class in BrK[p] cor-
responding under the above isomorphism to the cup product of the classes of a
and b in H1(K,µp) = K
×/(K×)p. Moreover, we fix a point P ∈ X (Ok) and let
P0 ∈ Y (F) be the reduction of P . The notation O(πr) will stand for any element
of πrOk.
We will repeatedly use the following relations that hold in Br k[p].
Lemma 4.13. If r > e′, then
(R1) (a+O(πr), c)p = (a, c)p
for all a ∈ O×k and c ∈ k×.
If r + t > e′, then
(R2) (a+O(πr), 1 + cπt)p = (a, 1 + cπ
t)p
for all a ∈ O×k and c ∈ Ok.
If r + s+ t > e′, then
(R3) (1 + aπr + bπs, 1 + cπt)p = (1 + aπ
r, 1 + cπt)p + (1 + bπ
s, 1 + cπt)p
for all a, b, c ∈ Ok.
Proof. For (R1), write a+ bπr = a(1 + ba−1πr) and use the fact that 1+ ba−1πr is
a pth power in k. For (R2), write a+ bπr as a(1+ ba−1πr) and apply Corollary 4.8.
For (R3), use (1 + aπr)(1 + bπs) = (1 + aπr + bπs +O(πr+s)) and apply (R2). 
We first treat three types of algebras that behave as described in Proposi-
tion 4.4(2) with β 6= 0.
Lemma 4.14. Take y ∈ O×Y,P0 and set ω = dy/y. Let y˜ ∈ OX ,P0 be a lift of y, and
define A = (y˜, π)p. For Q ∈ B(P, e′), we have
invA(Q) = invA(P ) + TrF/Fp
(
ωP0([
−−→
PQ]e′)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
Proof. Let Q be a point of B(P, e′). Lemma 4.1(2) gives
A(Q) = (y˜(Q), π)p
= (y˜(P )(1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]e′)π
e′ +O(πe
′+1), π)p
= A(P ) + (1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]e′)π
e′ , π)p. (R1)
Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.10 complete the proof. 
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Lemma 4.15. Let 0 < m < e′. Take x ∈ OY,P0 and y ∈ O×Y,P0 , and set ω = x dy/y.
Let x˜, y˜ ∈ OX ,P0 be lifts of x, y respectively, and define A = (1 + x˜πm, y˜)p. Let
r = e′ −m. For Q ∈ B(P, r), we have
invA(Q) = invA(P ) −mTrF/Fp
(
ωP0([
−−→
PQ]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
Proof. Let Q be a point of B(P, r). Using Lemma 4.1(2) on x˜ and y˜ gives
A(Q) = (1 + x˜(Q)πm, y˜(Q))p
= (1 + x˜(P )πm + dxP0 ([
−−→
PQ]r)π
m+r +O(πm+r+1),
y˜(P )(1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]r)π
r) +O(πr+1))p
= (1 + x˜(P )πm + dxP0 ([
−−→
PQ]r)π
m+r,
y˜(P )(1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]r)π
r))p (R1), (R2)
= (1 + x˜(P )πm, y˜(P ))p + (1 + dxP0 ([
−−→
PQ]r)π
e′ , y˜(P ))p
+ (1 + x˜(P )πm, 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]r)π
r)p. (R1), (R3), (R2)
The first term is A(P ), the second term is zero by Lemma 4.5, and applying
Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.10 to the third term gives the claimed expression for
invA(Q). 
Lemma 4.16. Let 0 < m < e′. Take x ∈ OY,P0 . let x˜ ∈ OX ,P0 be a lift of x, and
define A = (1 + x˜πm, π). Let r = e′ −m. For Q ∈ B(P, r), we have
invA(Q) = invA(P ) + TrF/Fp
(
dxP0([
−−→
PQ]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
Proof. Let Q be a point of B(P, r). Lemma 4.1(2) gives
A(Q) = (1 + x˜(Q)πm, π)p
= (1 + x˜(P )πm + dxP0([
−−→
PQ]r)π
m+r + O(πm+r+1), π)p
= A(P ) + (1 + dxP0 ([
−−→
PQ]r)π
e′ , π)p. (R1)
By Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.10, the invariant of the second term is as claimed. 
We now turn to the remaining two types of algebra, which behave as described
in Proposition 4.4(3) – (5). Before proving this, we make the following observation.
Let y ∈ O×Y,P0 be an invertible function; then there is a lift y˜ ∈ O×X ,P0 of y with the
property that y˜(P ) is a pth power in k. To find such a lift, simply choose any lift
y˜ and then multiply it by the scalar y˜(P )|F|−1, which is congruent to 1 (mod π).
Similarly, if x ∈ OY,P0 is regular at P0, then we can choose a lift x˜ ∈ OX ,P0 such
that x˜(P ) is a (possibly zero) pth power: if x(P0) is non-zero then we do as before,
and if x(P0) is zero then choose any lift x˜ and replace it by x˜− x˜(P ).
Lemma 4.17. Take y1, y2 ∈ O×Y,P0 and set ω = (dy1/y1) ∧ (dy2/y2). Let y˜1, y˜2 ∈
OX ,P0 be lifts of y1, y2 respectively such that y˜1(P ) and y˜2(P ) are both pth powers
in k, and define A = (y˜1, y˜2)p. Let s be any integer with 1 ≤ s < e′/2, let Q lie in
B(P, s), and set r = e′ − s. For R ∈ B(Q, r) we have
invA(R) = invA(Q)− sTrF/Fp
(
ωP0([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
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Proof. Let R be a point of B(Q, r). We first use Lemma 4.1(2) to write y˜i(R) in
terms of y˜i(Q), as follows.
A(R) = (y˜1(Q)(1 + y˜1(Q)−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1)),
y˜2(Q)(1 + y˜2(Q)
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1)))p
= A(Q) + (y˜1(Q), 1 + y˜2(Q)−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1))p
+ (1 + y˜1(Q)
−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1), y˜2(Q))p
by (R2) and Corollary 4.8. Now use Lemma 4.1(2) again to write y˜i(Q) in terms
of y˜i(P ):
y˜i(Q) = y˜i(P )(1 + y˜i(P )
−1(dyi)P0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1)).
Since y˜i(P ) was chosen to be a pth power in k, this factor drops out and we obtain
A(R)−A(Q) = (1 + y˜1(P )−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1),
1 + y˜2(Q)
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1))p
+ (1 + y˜1(Q)
−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1),
1 + y˜2(P )
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1))p
= (1 + y˜1(P )
−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s,
1 + y˜2(Q)
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r)p
+ (1 + y˜1(Q)
−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r,
1 + y˜2(P )
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s)p. (R2)
By Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.10, the invariant of this is equal to
− sTrF/Fp
((dy1
y1
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]s)
(dy2
y2
)
P0
([
−−→
QR]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
− rTrF/Fp
((dy1
y1
)
P0
([
−−→
QR]r)
(dy2
y2
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]s)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
The definition of the wedge product of two linear forms ω1, ω2 is
(ω1 ∧ ω2)(v, w) = ω1(v)ω2(w)− ω1(w)ω2(v),
so using r ≡ −s (mod p) gives the claimed expression. 
Lemma 4.18. Let 0 < m < e′ and suppose that m is divisible by p. Take x ∈ OY,P0
and y ∈ O×Y,P0 , and set ω = x dy/y. Let x˜, y˜ ∈ OX ,P0 be lifts of x, y respectively,
chosen such that x˜(P ) and y˜(P ) are both pth powers in k. Define A = (1+x˜πm, y˜)p.
Let s be any integer with 1 ≤ s < (e′ − m)/2, let Q lie in B(P, s), and set r =
e′ −m− s. For R ∈ B(Q, r) we have
invA(R) = invA(Q)− sTrF/Fp
(
(dω)P0([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
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Proof. Let R be a point of B(Q, r). We first use Lemma 4.1(2) to pass from Q to
R, as follows.
A(R) = (1 + x˜(Q)πm + dxP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r +O(πm+r+1),
y˜(Q)(1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1)))p
= (1 + x˜(Q)πm + dxP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r +O(πm+r+1), y˜(Q))p
+ (1 + x˜(Q)πm + dxP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r +O(πm+r+1),(4.2)
1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1))p
Since m+ 2r > m+ r+ s = e′, we can use (R2) to reduce the second term of (4.2)
to
(1 + x˜(Q)πm, 1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1))p.
Now apply Lemma 4.1(2) to x˜(Q) to obtain
(1 + x˜(P )πm + dxP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
m+s +O(πm+s+1),
1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1))p
= (1 + x˜(P )πm, 1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r +O(πr+1))p
+ (1 + dxP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
m+s, 1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r)p. (R2), (R3)
Here the first term is zero by Lemma 4.9.
The first term of (4.2) looks more difficult: we cannot apply (R2) or (R3) as it
stands. However, we can use the fact that y˜(P ) is a pth power to rewrite it as
(1 + x˜(Q)πm + dxP0 ([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r +O(πm+r+1),
(y˜(P )(1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1)))p
= (1 + x˜(Q)πm + dxP0 ([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r +O(πm+r+1),
1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1))p
= (1 + x˜(Q)πm, 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1))p
+ (1 + dxP0 ([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r , 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s +O(πs+1))p
= A(Q) + (1 + dxP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r , 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s)p.
Putting all this together gives
A(R)−A(Q) = (1 + dxP0 ([
−−→
QR]r)π
m+r , 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
s)p
+ (1 + dxP0([
−−→
PQ]s)π
m+s, 1 + y˜(Q)−1dyP0([
−−→
QR]r)π
r)p.
By Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.10, and using p | m, the invariant of this is equal to
− rTrF/Fp
(
dxP0 ([
−−→
QR]r)
(dy
y
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]s)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
− sTrF/Fp
(
dxP0([
−−→
PQ]s)
(dy
y
)
P0
([
−−→
QR]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
Using r ≡ −s (mod p), this reduces to
−sTrF/Fp
((
dx ∧ dy
y
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r)
πe
′
(ζ − 1)p
)
.
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Calculating dω gives
dω = dx ∧ dy
y
+ x
d2y
y
− xdy ∧ dy
y2
in which the last two terms are zero, so we have dω = dx ∧ dy/y, giving the
expression for the invariant as claimed. 
We need two further results for the special case p = 2.
Lemma 4.19. Suppose p = 2 and e = 1. Take y1, y2 ∈ O×Y,P0 and set ω =
(dy1/y1)∧ (dy2/y2). Let y˜1, y˜2 ∈ OX ,P0 be lifts of y1, y2 respectively such that y˜1(P )
and y˜2(P ) are both squares in k
×, and define A = (y˜1, y˜2)2. For Q ∈ B(P, 1) we
have
invA(Q) = TrF/F2
((dy1
y1
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]1)
(dy2
y2
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]1)
π2
4
)
.
If ωP0 6= 0, then this expression takes both values 0 and 1 for varying Q ∈ B(P, 1).
Proof. Let Q be a point of B(P, 1). We have
A(Q) = (y˜1(P )(1 + y˜1(P )−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2)),
y˜2(P )(1 + y˜2(P )
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2)))2
= (1 + y˜1(P )
−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2),
1 + y˜2(P )
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2))2
= (1 + y˜1(P )
−1(dy1)P0([
−−→
PQ]1)π, 1 + y˜2(P )
−1(dy2)P0([
−−→
PQ]1)π)2. (R2)
Lemma 4.7 completes the calculation. (The minus sign can safely be ignored in
characteristic 2.)
Now suppose ωP0 6= 0. For v,w ∈ TP0Y , write B(v,w) = TrF/F2
(
ωP0(v,w)
π2
4
)
and q(v) = TrF/F2
((
dy1
y1
)
P0
(v)
(
dy2
y2
)
P0
(v)π
2
4
)
. Then
q(v +w)− q(v)− q(w) = B(v,w).
If we can show the existence of a pair v,w such that B(v,w) 6= 0 then at least one
of q(v +w), q(v), q(w) is non-zero, and our proof is complete.
Suppose for contradiction that B(v,w) = 0 for all v,w ∈ TP0Y . Choose
v0,w0 ∈ TP0Y such that ωP0(v0,w0) 6= 0. Then for all λ ∈ F,
0 = TrF/F2
(
ωP0(λv0, λw0)
π2
4
)
= TrF/F2
(
λ2ωP0(v0,w0)
π2
4
)
.
Since squaring is a field automorphism of F, this implies that, for all µ ∈ F,
TrF/F2
(
µωP0(v0,w0)
π2
4
)
= 0.
Now the non-degeneracy of the trace form implies that ωP0(v0,w0) = 0, which is
the desired contradiction. 
Lemma 4.20. Suppose p = 2 and e > 1. Take x ∈ OY,P0 and y ∈ O×Y,P0 , and set
ω = x dy/y. Let x˜, y˜ ∈ OX ,P0 be lifts of x, y respectively, chosen such that x˜(P ) and
y˜(P ) are both squares in k. Define A = (1 + x˜πe′−2, y˜)2. For Q ∈ B(P, 1) we have
invA(Q) = TrF/F2
((
a¯
πe
2
+ dxP0([
−−→
PQ]1)
πe
′
4
)(dy
y
)
P0
([
−−→
PQ]1)
)
,
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where a ∈ O×k is a square root of x˜(P ). If dωP0 6= 0, then this takes both values 0
and 1 for varying Q ∈ B(P, 1).
Proof. We have
A(Q) = (1 + πe′−2x˜(Q), y˜(Q))2
= (1 + πe
′−2x˜(P ) + πe
′−1dxP0([
−−→
PQ]1) +O(π
e′ ),
y˜(P )(1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2)))2
= (1 + πe
′−2x˜(P ), 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2))2
+ (1 + πe
′−1dxP0([
−−→
PQ]1) +O(π
e′ ),
1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2))2 (R3), e
′ ≥ 4
= (1 + πe
′−2x˜(P ), 1 + y˜(P )−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]1)π +O(π
2))2
+ (1 + πe
′−1dxP0([
−−→
PQ]1), 1 + y˜(P )
−1dyP0([
−−→
PQ]1)π)2. (R2)
We apply Lemma 4.11 to the first term above and Lemma 4.7 to the second term
to complete the calculation.
Now suppose that dωP0 = (dx ∧ dyy )P0 6= 0. To show the existence of v ∈ TP0Y
such that TrF/F2
((
a¯π
e
2 + dxP0 (v)
πe
′
4
)(
dy
y
)
P0
(v)
)
6= 0, repeat the argument in
the proof of Lemma 4.19. 
4.5. Completion of the proof. We will now prove Proposition 4.4 by combining
the calculations of the previous section with Kato’s calculation of the refined Swan
conductors of the elements appearing in Theorem 4.12.
Lemma 4.21 (Kato [24, Lemma 4.3]). Suppose that k contains a primitive pth
root of unity ζ, and use this to identify Hq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) with H
q
p(K
h). Then, for
0 ≤ m ≤ e′, we have UmHq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) ⊆ file′−mHqp(Kh).
Let c = πe
′
/(ζ − 1)p. For m < e′, the compositions rswe′−m ◦ρm are as follows.
rswe′,π(ρ0(α, β)) = (c¯α, c¯β)
rswe′−m,π(ρm(α)) = ((−1)q c¯dα, (e′ −m)c¯α) (p ∤ m)
rswe′−m,π(ρm(α, β)) = (−1)q(c¯dα, c¯dβ) (0 < m < e′, p | m)
It follows from the injectivity of rsw and the descriptions in Theorem 4.12 of
the kernels of the ρm that the inclusions U
mHq(Kh,µ⊗qp ) ⊆ file′−mHqp(Kh) are
actually equalities.
We will also need the following easy lemma.
Lemma 4.22. Let q > 0. Suppose that ω ∈ ΩqF is regular at P0 and exact. Then
there exists η ∈ Ωq−1F , regular at P0, with dη = ω.
Proof. Let C denote the Cartier operator, and let A = OY,P0 be the local ring at
P0. Since ω is exact, we have dω = 0 (in Ω
q+1
F and therefore also in the subgroup
Ωq+1A ) and Cω = 0 (in Ω
q
F and therefore in Ω
q
A). By [20, 0.2.1.11], ω lies in B
q
A,
that is, in the image of d : Ωq−1A → ΩqA. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4. (1) follows from [24, Theorem 7.1] applied to the local
ring OX ,P0 . We now prove the rest of the proposition under the assumption that k
contains a primitive pth root of unity. Define statements S(n) for each n ≥ 1, and
T (n) and U(n) for each n ≥ 2, as follows:
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S(n): For all smooth geometrically irreducible varieties X/k possessing a smooth
model X/Ok with geometrically integral special fibre Y/F, all A ∈ filn BrX [p], all
P ∈ X (Ok) and all Q ∈ B(P, n),
(4.3) invA(Q) = invA(P ) + TrF/Fp βP0([
−−→
PQ]n),
where rswn,π(A) = (α, β) and P0 ∈ Y (F) denotes the reduction of P .
T (n): For all smooth geometrically irreducible varieties X/k possessing a smooth
model X/Ok with geometrically integral special fibre Y/F, all A ∈ filn BrX [p] with
rswn,π(A) = (α, 0) and for all P ∈ X (Ok) such that αP0 6= 0, there exists Q ∈
B(P, 1) such that |A| maps B(Q,n− 1) surjectively to Br k[p]. Furthermore, |A| is
n-locally constant and if (p, n) 6= (2, 2) then |A| is (n− 1)-locally affine.
U(n): For all smooth geometrically irreducible varieties X/k possessing a smooth
model X/Ok with geometrically integral special fibre Y/F, all A ∈ filn BrX [p] with
rswn,π(A) = (α, 0) and all P ∈ X (Ok), there exists γ ∈ Ω1Y (P0) such that the
following holds: let s be any integer with 1 ≤ s < n/2, let Q ∈ B(P, s) and set
r = n− s. Then, for R ∈ B(Q, r),
(4.4) invA(R) = invA(Q)− sTrF/Fp αP0([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r) + gQ(R),
where gQ : B(Q, r)→ Z/pZ is continuous and satisfies gQ(R) = TrF/Fp(γ([
−−→
QR]n−1))
for all R ∈ B(Q,n− 1).
We will prove the statements S(n), T (n) and U(n) by induction.
Case 1. First suppose that p ∤ n and set m = e′−n. In (a) we prove that S(n− 1)
implies U(n) and T (n). In (b) we prove that S(1) holds and S(n− 1) implies S(n).
(a) Let A be as in T (n). Since rswn,π(A) = (α, 0) and p ∤ n, Lemma 2.8 shows
that α = 0, whereby A ∈ filn−1 BrX [p]. Therefore, T (n) and U(n) follow from
S(n− 1), as claimed.
(b) We now show that S(1) holds and that S(n − 1) implies S(n). Let A be
as in S(n). The class of A in grm can be written as ρm(ω) for some ω ∈ Ω1F ; by
Lemma 4.21 we have (α, β) = (c¯dω, nc¯ω). Since β is regular at P0, so is ω. By [4,
Lemma 4.2] we can write
ω =
s∑
i=1
xi
dyi
yi
for some xi ∈ OY,P0 and yi ∈ O×Y,P0 , i = 1, . . . , s. Let x˜i and y˜i be lifts of xi and
yi, respectively, to OX ,P0 . Define
A′ = (1 + x˜1πm, y˜1)p + · · ·+ (1 + x˜sπm, y˜s)p.
We have A′ ∈ BrV [p], where V is the generic fibre of some open neighbourhood
V of P0 in X . By Theorem 4.12 and Lemma 4.21, we have A′ ∈ filn Br V [p] and
rswn,π(A′) = (α, β). Let B = A − A′. Then rswn,π(B) = 0 and hence B ∈
filn−1 BrV [p]. If n = 1 then B(Q) = B(P ) for all Q ∈ B(P, 1) by Corollary 3.2. If
n > 1 then S(n − 1) shows that B(Q) = B(P ) for all Q ∈ B(P, n). Therefore, to
complete the induction step it is enough to prove (4.3) with A′ in place of A. This
is achieved by applying Lemma 4.15 and using m ≡ −n (mod p).
Case 2. Next suppose that n < e′ and p | n. In (a) we prove that S(n− 1) implies
U(n) and T (n). In (b) we prove that S(n− 1) and T (n) imply S(n).
(a) Let A be as in U(n). Then Lemma 4.21 shows that there exists ω ∈ Ω1F
satisfying α = c¯dω. By Lemma 4.22 we may assume that ω is regular at P0. Write
ω =
t∑
i=1
xi
dyi
yi
,
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and define
A′ = (1 + x˜1πm, y˜1)p + · · ·+ (1 + x˜tπm, y˜t)p.
Let B = A − A′. By Theorem 4.12 and Lemma 4.21, we have B ∈ filn−1 BrV [p],
where V is the generic fibre of some open neighbourhood V of P0 in X . Let
rswn−1,π(B) = (α′, β′) and set γ = β′P0 . Let gQ(R) = invB(R) − invB(Q). If
we assume S(n − 1) then gQ(R) = TrF/Fp(γ([
−−→
QR]n−1)) for all R ∈ B(Q,n − 1).
Now, for (p, n) 6= (2, 2), applying Lemma 4.18 to A′ proves U(n), and we observe
that T (n) follows from U(n) by taking s = 1. For p = n = 2, the statement U(n)
is vacuous and we prove T (n) by applying Lemma 4.20 to A′ and employing the
same method of proof as in that lemma to show the surjectivity of the evaluation
map when αP0 6= 0.
(b) Now we show that S(n − 1) and T (n) imply S(n). Let A be as in S(n).
Lemma 4.21 shows that there exist z ∈ F and ω ∈ Ω1F satisfying (α, β) = (c¯dω, c¯dz).
By Lemma 4.22 we may assume that z and ω are regular at P0. Write
ω =
t∑
i=1
xi
dyi
yi
,
and define
B = (1 + x˜1πm, y˜1)p + · · ·+ (1 + x˜tπm, y˜t)p, C = (1 + z˜πm, π)p,
where the lifts x˜i, y˜i are chosen so that all the x˜i(P ) and y˜i(P ) are pth powers –
the discussion before Lemma 4.17 shows that this is possible.
By the same reasoning as in Case 1, since rswn,π(B) = (α, 0) and rswn,π(C) =
(0, β), if we assume S(n− 1) then it is enough to prove (4.3) with B+ C in place of
A. Now T (n) shows that |B| is n-locally constant. To complete the proof of S(n),
it remains to prove (4.3) for C. This is achieved by applying Lemma 4.16.
Case 3. Finally, suppose that n = e′. This case is slightly more complicated, as we
must pass to an e´tale neighbourhood of P0. In (a) we prove that S(e
′ − 1) implies
T (e′) and U(e′). In (b) we prove that S(e′ − 1) and T (e′) imply S(e′).
(a) Let A be as in U(e′). By Lemma 4.21 there exists ω ∈ Ω2F,log satisfying c¯ω =
α. Then ω is regular at P0 and satisfies Cω = ω. Let OhX ,P0 be the Henselisation
of the local ring OX ,P0 ; its quotient OhX ,P0/(π) is the Henselisation of the local ring
OY,P0 , see [29, I.4.10(c)]. Let ι : OY,P0 → OhX ,P0/(π) denote the canonical map.
By [23, Proposition 1], we can write
ι∗ω =
t∑
i=1
(dxi
xi
∧ dyi
yi
)
for some xi, yi invertible elements of OhX ,P0/(π), i = 1, . . . , t. Since Ok is a
Henselian local ring, [33, Lemma 08HR] shows that there exists a unique Pˆ ∈
Spec(OhX ,P0)(Ok) lifting P . Let x˜i, y˜i be lifts of xi, yi, respectively, to OhX ,P0 . We
choose the lifts x˜i, y˜i so that all the x˜i(Pˆ ) and y˜i(Pˆ ) are pth powers – the discussion
before Lemma 4.17 shows that this is possible. By [33, Lemma 04GN], there exists
an e´tale neighbourhood f : (X#, P#0 )→ (X , P0) such that the x˜i, y˜i all come from
invertible functions on X#. We use the term ‘e´tale neighbourhood’ to mean that
f is an e´tale morphism such that the induced map κ(P0)→ κ(P#0 ) of residue fields
is an isomorphism. We write f also for the induced maps X# = X# ×Ok k → X
and Y # = X# ×Ok F→ Y . Define
A# = (x˜1, y˜1)p + · · ·+ (x˜t, y˜t)p ∈ BrX#[p]
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and let B = f∗A−A#. By Theorem 4.12 and Lemma 4.21, we have rswe′,π(A#) =
(f∗α, 0). By [24, Lemma 6.2], we have rswe′,π(f
∗A) = f∗ rswe′,π(A), whereby
B ∈ file′−1 BrX#[p]. Use [33, Lemma 08HQ] to show that every point Q ∈ X (Ok)
passing through P0 lifts uniquely to a point Q
# ∈ X#(Ok) passing through P#0 .
Furthermore, A(Q) = (f∗A)(Q#) ∈ Br k. Let rswe′−1,π B = (α#, β#) and let γ ∈
Ω1Y (P0) be the image of β
#
P#0
under the isomorphism Ω1Y #(P
#
0 )→ Ω1Y (P0) induced
by f . Let gQ(R) = invB(R#)− invB(Q#). Then S(e′−1) and Lemma 4.1(4) show
that gQ(R) = TrF/Fp(γ([
−−→
QR]e′−1)) for all R ∈ B(Q, e′ − 1). Now for (p, e′) 6= (2, 2)
the statement U(e′) follows from Lemma 4.17 applied to A# and Lemma 4.1(4),
and T (e′) follows from U(e′). For p = e′ = 2, the statement U(e′) is vacuous and
we prove T (e′) using Lemma 4.19 and employing the same method of proof as in
that lemma to show the surjectivity of the evaluation map when αP0 6= 0.
(b) Now we show that S(e′−1) and T (e′) imply S(e′). LetA be as in S(e′). Then
Lemma 4.21 shows that there exists ω ∈ Ω1F,log satisfying β = c¯ω. Since ω is regular
at P0, it follows by [20, 2.1.24] that there exists y ∈ O×Y,P0 satisfying ω = dy/y.
Let C = (y˜, π)p. Then rswe′,π C = (0, β) and (4.3) holds for C by Lemma 4.14. Let
B = A− C. Then rswe′,π B = (α, 0) and T (e′) shows that |B| is e′-locally constant,
which shows that (4.3) holds for A, completing the induction step.
At this stage we have proved Proposition 4.4 in the case where k contains a
primitive pth root of unity. Our final task is to show how to reduce the proofs of
statements S(n) and U(n) to this case. We can ignore the case (p, n) = (2, 2) since
k contains a primitive pth root of unity in this case.
Let A be as in S(n). Let k′ = k(µp) and e = [k′ : k]. Choose a uniformiser π′
of k′ and let a = π(π′)−e. Define X ′ = X ×k k′ and let P ′ ∈ X ′(k′) be the base
change of P . By Lemma 2.7, resk′/k(A) lies in filen BrX ′[p] and
rswen,π′(resk′/k(A)) = (a¯−nα, a¯−neβ).
(Note that da¯ = 0, since a is constant.) The statement S(en) applied to X ′/k′
shows that, for all Q′ ∈ B(P ′, en),
(4.5) invk′(resk′/k(A)(Q′)) = invk′(resk′/k(A)(P ′))+TrF/Fp
(
a¯−neβP0([
−−−→
P ′Q′]en)
)
.
Since P lies in X(k), we have (resk′/k(A))(P ′) = resk′/k(A(P )). Similarly, if Q lies
in B(P, n), then its base change Q′ lies in B(P ′, en) and we have (resk′/k(A))(Q′) =
resk′/k(A(Q)). Recall that coresk′/k ◦ resk′/k = e and invk ◦ coresk′/k = invk′ .
Lemma 4.1(3) shows that [
−−−→
P ′Q′]en = a¯
n[
−−→
PQ]n. Therefore, from (4.5) we obtain
(4.6) e invk(A(Q)) = e invk(A(P )) + eTrF/Fp βP0([
−−→
PQ]n),
whence dividing by e proves S(n) for X/k, as required.
Now suppose that β = 0 so that A is as in U(n). Fix s with 1 ≤ s < n/2. Let Q
lie in B(P, s), set r = n− s and let R lie in B(Q, r). Then the base change Q′ lies
in B(P ′, es) and the base change R′ lies in B(Q′, er), and we have es + er = en.
Now apply the argument in Case 3 above (and adopt its notation) to see that there
exists an e´tale neighbourhood f : (X#, P#0 )→ (X , P0) such that
invk′(resk′/k(A)(R′))
= invk′(resk′/k(A)(Q′))− esTrF/Fp
(
a¯−nαP0([
−−−→
P ′Q′]es, [
−−−→
Q′R′]er)
)
+ invk′ B((R#)′)− invk′ B((Q#)′)
for some B ∈ filen−1 Br(X#)′. If n < e′ then one may take the e´tale neighbour-
hood to be simply an open neighbourhood of P0 in X . Use the facts that invk′ =
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invk ◦ coresk′/k, coresk′/k ◦ resk′/k = e and (resk′/k(A))(R′) = resk′/k(A(R)), to-
gether with Lemma 4.1(3) to obtain
invk(A(R)) = invk(A(Q)) − sTrF/Fp(a¯−nαP0(a¯s[
−−→
PQ]s, a¯
r[
−−→
QR]r)
+
1
e
(
invk coresk′/k(B((R#)′))− invk coresk′/k(B((Q#)′))
)
= invk(A(Q)) − sTrF/Fp(αP0([
−−→
PQ]s, [
−−→
QR]r)
+
1
e
(
invk(coresk′/k B)(R#)− invk(coresk′/k B)(Q#)
)
where the second equality follows from the fact that r + s = n and [11, Propo-
sition 3.8.1]. The compatibility of corestriction with cup products shows that
coresk′/k B ∈ filn−1 BrX#. Let rswn−1,π coresk′/k B = (α#, β#) and let γ ∈
Ω1Y (P0) be the image of e
−1 · β#
P#0
under the isomorphism Ω1Y #(P
#
0 ) → Ω1Y (P0)
induced by f . Now U(n) follows from S(n− 1) and Lemma 4.1(4). 
5. Proof of Theorem A
We now prove Theorem A. For ease of notation we define a modified version of
Kato’s filtration as follows.
fil−2 BrK
h = {A ∈ fil0 BrKh | ∂A = 0};
fil−1 BrK
h = {A ∈ fil0 BrKh | ∂A ∈ H1(F,Q/Z)};
fil0 BrK
h = fil0 BrK
h;
filn BrK
h = {A ∈ filn+1 BrKh | rswn+1,π(A) ∈ Ω2F ⊕ 0} for n ≥ 1.
For the purposes of the definition,Kh could be replaced by any Henselian discrete
valuation field of characteristic zero. Pulling back from BrKh to BrX gives a
filtration on BrX whose pieces we denote by filn BrX .
Lemma 5.1. For n = −2,−1, 0, we have filn BrX ⊂ Evn BrX. For n ≥ 1, we
have filn BrX [p] ⊂ Evn BrX [p].
Proof. For r ≥ 1, the inclusions filn BrX [pr] ⊂ Evn BrX [pr] for n = −2,−1, 0
follow immediately from Proposition 3.1. Similarly, if m is coprime to p, then
the inclusions filn BrX [m] ⊂ Evn BrX [m] for n = −2,−1, 0 follow from the corre-
sponding result [6, Proposition 5.1]. (The residue map ∂ is defined differently there,
but their kernels agree thanks to Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.7.) Since BrX is a
torsion group, these together prove filn BrX ⊂ Evn BrX for n = −2,−1, 0. Propo-
sition 4.4 gives filn BrX [p] ⊂ Evn BrX [p] for all n ≥ 1. 
The reverse inclusions will be given by the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. Let n ≥ 1, and let A be an element of filn BrX [p] \ filn−1 BrX [p].
Then A does not lie in Evn−1 BrX [p].
Proof. Since A ∈ filn BrX [p], we have A ∈ filn+1 BrX [p] and rswn+1,π(A) = (α, 0)
for some α ∈ Ω2F . By Proposition 4.4(1), α lies in Ω2(Y ). Suppose first that α 6= 0.
Let Z ⊂ Y be the zero locus of α, which by assumption is a strict closed subset of
Y , and set U = Y \Z. By the Lang–Weil estimates [26], there is a finite extension
F′/F such that U(F′) is non-empty. Let k′/k be the unramified extension of k
having residue field F′. Choose any P0 ∈ U(F′) and lift it (by Hensel’s Lemma)
to a point P ∈ X (Ok′ ). By Lemma 2.7 we have resk′/kA ∈ filn BrXk′ [p] and
rswn+1,π(resk′/kA) = rswn+1,π(A). Since αP0 6= 0, Proposition 4.4(4) shows that
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there exists Q ∈ B(P, 1) such that |A| maps B(Q,n) surjectively to Br k[p]. It
follows that A /∈ Evn−1 BrX [p].
Now suppose that α = 0. Then A ∈ filn BrX [p]. Let rswn,π(A) = (α′, β′) ∈
Ω2(Y ) ⊕ Ω1(Y ). Note that β′ 6= 0 since A /∈ filn−1 BrX [p]. Then by the same
argument as above, there exists a finite extension F′/F and a point P0 ∈ Y (F′)
satisfying β′P0 6= 0. Let k′/k be the unramified extension with residue field F′ and
lift P0 to a point P ∈ X (Ok′ ). Now Proposition 4.4(2) shows that |A| maps B(P, n)
surjectively to Br k[p], whereby A /∈ Evn−1 BrX [p]. 
Lemma 5.3. For n ≥ 0, we have Evn BrX [p] ⊂ filn BrX [p].
Proof. Take A ∈ Evn BrX [p]. Let r be the smallest non-negative integer such
that A ∈ filr BrX [p], and suppose that r > n. By Lemma 5.2, A does not lie in
Evr−1 BrX [p], which contains Evn BrX [p], giving a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.4. For r ≥ 1, we have Ev0 BrX [pr] ⊂ fil0 BrX [pr].
Proof. We use induction on r. The case r = 1 is given by Lemma 5.3.
Suppose r > 1, and let A be an element of Ev0 BrX [pr]. Then pA lies in
Ev0 BrX [p
r−1], so by induction lies in fil0 BrX [p
r−1] = fil0 BrX [p
r−1]. As men-
tioned at the beginning of Section 3, this implies that there exists a finite extension
L/K that splits pA, with L being the field of fractions of a discrete valuation ring
e´tale over OK = OX ,Y . Let X ′ be the normalisation of X in L, and let Z ⊂ X ′
be the complement of the support of Ω1X ′/X . By [29, Theorem 3.21], the morphism
f : Z → X is e´tale. By the condition on L, Z contains at least one point lying
above the generic point of Y ; by replacing Z with an open subset we may assume
that there is exactly one, that is, the special fibre of Z → SpecOk consists of a
single irreducible component Z0, of multiplicity one.
Let ℓ be the algebraic closure of k in L, and let Oℓ be the normalisation of Ok in
L (or, equivalently, in ℓ). Then Oℓ is e´tale overOk, and the morphism Z → SpecOk
factors through SpecOℓ. Now Z is e´tale over X and X is smooth over Ok, and so Z
is smooth over Ok. By [18, Proposition 8.11], the natural map Ω1Z/Ok → Ω1Z/Oℓ is
an isomorphism, and so Z is also smooth overOℓ. By construction, ℓ is algebraically
closed in L, so Z = Z×Oℓ Spec ℓ is geometrically integral. We will apply Lemma 5.3
to f∗A on Z.
Since f∗(pA) ∈ BrZ ⊂ BrL is zero, it follows that f∗A lies in BrZ[p]. Let ℓ′/ℓ
be a finite extension and let P ∈ Z(Oℓ′). If Q lies in B(P, 1), then P and Q meet
Z0 in the same point; therefore f(P ), f(Q) ∈ X (Oℓ′) meet Y in the same point,
and so f(Q) lies in B(f(P ), 1). It follows that (f∗A)(P ) = A(f(P )) = A(f(Q)) =
(f∗A)(Q), and so f∗A lies in Ev0 BrZ[p]. By Lemma 5.3, f∗A lies in fil0 BrZ[p]. So
f∗A is split by an unramified extension of Lh, which is also an unramified extension
of Kh splitting A. Therefore A lies in fil0 BrX [pr] = fil0 BrX [pr]. 
Corollary 5.5. There is an inclusion Ev0 BrX ⊂ fil0 BrX.
Proof. By [24, Proposition 6.1], the prime-to-p torsion in BrX is entirely contained
in fil0 BrX , so this follows from Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 5.6. For every integer m coprime to p, the inclusions Ev−2 BrX [m] ⊂
fil−2 BrX [m] and Ev−1 BrX [m] ⊂ fil−1 BrX [m] hold.
Proof. The inclusion Ev−2 BrX [m] ⊂ fil−2 BrX [m] is the main result of [8]. It fol-
lows immediately from the definition of Ev−1 that Ev−1 BrX = Ev−2 BrX +Br k,
and then the inclusion Ev−1 BrX [m] ⊂ fil−1 BrX [m] follows from ∂(Br k[m]) =
H1(F,Z/m). 
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Lemma 5.7. For every r ≥ 1, there are inclusions Ev−2 BrX [pr] ⊂ fil−2 BrX [pr]
and Ev−1 BrX [p
r] ⊂ fil−1 BrX [pr].
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 we have
Ev−2 BrX [p
r] ⊂ Ev−1 BrX [pr] ⊂ Ev0 BrX [pr] ⊂ fil0 BrX [pr] = fil0 BrX [pr]
and so the statement only concerns elements of fil0 BrX [p
r]. Suppose that A ∈
fil0 BrX [p
r] satisfies ∂(A) 6= 0. We must prove A /∈ Ev−2 BrX [pr] and, further-
more, that if ∂(A) does not lie in H1(F,Z/pr) then A does not lie in Ev−1 BrX [pr].
The argument we use is the same as that used in [6, §5] for elements of order prime
to p.
Write Y¯ for the base change of Y to an algebraic closure of F. Since Y is
geometrically connected, the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence gives a short exact
sequence
0→ H1(F,Z/pr)→ H1(Y,Z/pr)→ H1(Y¯ ,Z/pr).
If ∂(A) lies in H1(F,Z/pr), then Proposition 3.1 shows that the corresponding
evaluation map X (Ok) → Br k is constant and non-zero. If X (Ok) is non-empty,
then this proves A /∈ Ev−2 BrX [pr]. Otherwise, we can use Lang–Weil to pass to
an extension k′/k of degree prime to p where X (Ok′ ) is non-empty, and we obtain
the same result.
On the other hand, suppose that ∂(A) does not lie in H1(F,Z/pr). To prove that
A does not lie in Ev−1 BrX [pr], we may change A by a constant algebra. Write
∂¯(A) for the image of ∂(A) in H1(Y¯ ,Z/pr). Then ∂¯(A) has order ps, with s ≥ 1,
and ps∂(A) is an element of order dividing pr−s in H1(F,Z/pr), which is cyclic of
order pr. Therefore there exists α ∈ H1(F,Z/pr) satisfying psα = ps∂(A). Let
A′ ∈ Br k[pr] satisfy ∂(A′) = α. Replacing A by A − A′, we reduce to the case
where ∂(A) and ∂¯(A) have the same order ps.
The class ∂(A) lies in the subgroup H1(Y,Z/ps) ⊂ H1(Y,Z/pr). Let T → Y
be a Z/ps-torsor representing this class; since its image in H1(Y¯ ,Z/ps) also has
order ps, [6, Lemma 5.15] shows that the variety T is geometrically connected.
As it is smooth, it is also geometrically irreducible. The image of T (F) → Y (F)
consists of those points P0 ∈ Y (F) such that ∂(A) maps to 0 under the induced map
P ∗0 : H
1(Y,Z/ps)→ H1(F,Z/ps). Similarly, for any a ∈ H1(F,Z/ps), let Ta → Y be
a torsor representing the class ∂(A) − a; then the image of Ta(F)→ Y (F) consists
of those P0 satisfying P
∗
0 (∂(A)) = a. For any fixed a, it follows from Lang–Weil
that Ta has points over any sufficiently large extension of F. Therefore, for some
extension F′/F, there exist P0, Q0 ∈ Y (F′) satisfying P ∗0 (∂(A)) 6= Q∗0(∂(A)) in
H1(F′,Z/ps). Let k′/k be the unramified extension with residue field F′, and let
P,Q be lifts of P0, Q0 to X (Ok′ ). By Proposition 3.1, we have A(P ) 6= A(Q) in
Br k′, showing A /∈ Ev−1 BrX [pr]. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A.
6. Comparison with other filtrations
Throughout this section, let K denote a Henselian discrete valuation field of
characteristic zero.
There are several other constructions in the literature which give rise to filtrations
on BrK, and the question naturally arises as to whether our filtration {filn BrK}, as
defined at the beginning of Section 5, coincides with any of these. In this section we
look at the relationships between several existing filtrations and ours. We consider
two sources of filtrations: existing filtrations on H1(K), which give rise to filtrations
on BrK via the cup product; and ramification filtrations on the absolute Galois
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group of K, which give rise to filtrations on BrK by considering those elements in
the kernel of restriction to the subgroups in the filtration.
In what follows, we only consider filtrations on BrK[p]. We often exclude the less
interesting case in which the filtrations {filn BrK[p]} and {filn BrK[p]} coincide;
this happens if e′ < p or if Ω2F = 0, for example.
6.1. Filtrations on H1. The most obvious filtration to consider on H1(K) =
H1(K,Q/Z) is Kato’s filtration. In the case of equal characteristic, Kato shows [24,
Theorem 3.2(2)] that his filtrations on Hq(K) for all q ≥ 1 are induced by the cup
product from that on H1(K). When K has characteristic zero, as in our case, this
is at least true for the p-torsion, assuming that K contains a primitive pth root of
unity [24, Proposition 4.1(6)].
There is also a modified or “non-logarithmic” version of Kato’s filtration on
H1(K), introduced by Matsuda [28] in the case of equal characteristic; as shown
in [28, Proposition 3.2.7], it can be obtained by modifying Kato’s filtration on
H1(K) in exactly the same way that we modify the filtration on H2(K).
The Proposition 6.2 below shows our modified version of Kato’s filtration on
H2p(K) = BrK[p] is not induced in general by any filtration on H
1(K), even if we
omit fil−1 and fil−2. We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity, and that the
residue field F of K is not perfect. Let χ ∈ H1p(K) satisfy sw(χ) = n. Then there
exists y ∈ O×K such that sw({χ, y}) = n and, if n > 0, we can choose y so that
{χ, y} /∈ filn−1 BrK[p].
Proof. We use Bloch–Kato’s explicit description of the graded pieces of the filtra-
tion, as described in [24, Theorem 4.1(6)]. Fixing a primitive pth root of unity in
K gives an isomorphism H1p(K)
∼= K×/(K×)p, under which Kato’s filtration on
H1p(K) corresponds to the reverse of the natural filtration on K
×. There are now
several cases to consider.
• If n = 0, then χ ∈ fil0H1p(K) and it follows that sw({χ, y}) = 0 for all
y ∈ K×.
• If 0 < n < e′, then χ corresponds to an element (1 + xπe′−n) ∈ K×/(K×)p
with x ∈ O×K . Let x¯ ∈ F be the reduction of x. First suppose that
p ∤ n. Let y ∈ O×K be an element satisfying dy¯ 6= 0; such an element ex-
ists since F is not perfect. Then x¯ dy¯y¯ ∈ Ω1F is non-zero, and by the first
isomorphism of [24, (4.2.2)] the element {1 + xπe′−n, y} has Swan conduc-
tor n. Furthermore, Lemma 4.21 shows that rswn,π({1 + xπe′−n, y}) =
(c¯d(x¯ dy¯y¯ ), nc¯x¯
dy¯
y¯ ), where c = π
e′/(ζ − 1)p. Since nc¯x¯dy¯y¯ 6= 0, it follows that
{1 + xπe′−n, y} /∈ filn−1 BrK[p]. Now suppose that p | n. Then the sec-
ond isomorphism of [24, (4.2.2)] shows firstly (using q = 1) that dx¯ 6= 0,
and then (using q = 2) that {1 + xπe′−n, π} has Swan conductor n. Fur-
thermore, Lemma 4.21 shows that rswn,π({1 + xπe′−n, π}) = (0, c¯dx¯) so
{1 + xπe′−n, π} /∈ filn−1 BrK[p].
• If n = e′, then isomorphism [24, (4.2.1)] with q = 1 shows that χ corre-
sponds to xπi ∈ K×/(K×)p, with either p ∤ i or dx¯ 6= 0. First suppose that
dx¯ 6= 0. Then [24, (4.2.1)] with q = 2 shows sw({xπi, π}) = sw({x, π}) = e′
(the term {πi, π} lies in fil0H2(K) and so does not contribute). More
precisely, Lemma 4.21 shows that rswe′,π({xπi, π}) = rswe′,π({x, π}) =
(0, c¯dx¯x¯ ). Now suppose that dx¯ = 0 and p ∤ i. Let y ∈ O×K be an ele-
ment satisfying dy¯ 6= 0; we claim that {xπi, y} has the desired properties.
Write {xπi, y} = {x, y} − i{y, π}. Then [24, (4.2.1)] with q = 2 shows that
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sw({x, y}) ≤ e′ − 1 and sw({y, π}) = e′. Furthermore, Lemma 4.21 shows
that rswe′,π({xπi, y}) = −i rswe′,π({y, π}) = (0,−ic¯dy¯y¯ ).

Proposition 6.2. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity and that
the filtrations {filn BrK[p]} and {filn BrK[p]} do not coincide for n ≥ 0. Then
there is no increasing filtration {FilnH1(K,Z/p)} on H1(K,Z/p) such that, for all
n ≥ 0, filn BrK[p] is generated by {FilnH1(K,Z/p),K×}.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that such a filtration {FilnH1(K,Z/p)} exists.
First, we claim that FilnH
1
p(K,Z/p) ⊂ filnH1p(K) for all n ≥ 0. Here, filnH1p(K)
denotes Kato’s filtration. To prove the claim, let α ∈ FilnH1p(K,Z/p). Suppose for
contradiction that α /∈ filnH1p(K). Then sw(α) > n and, by Lemma 6.1, there exists
b ∈ K×/K×p such that {α, b} /∈ filn BrK[p], which gives the desired contradiction.
Now we complete the proof of the proposition. Let A ∈ filn BrK[p] for n ≥ 0.
Then A is in the subgroup generated by the image of the map FilnH1p(K,Z/p) ×
K×/K×p → BrK[p]. Since FilnH1p(K,Z/p) ⊂ filnH1p(K), we deduce that A ∈
filn BrK[p]. This implies that filn BrK[p] = filn BrK[p]. 
6.2. Ramification filtrations. Let K¯ be a separable closure of K, and let G =
Gal(K¯/K) be the absolute Galois group. Given a descending filtration (Gi)i≥0 on
G, we can obtain an ascending filtration on Hqn(K) by taking the kernels of the
restriction maps Hqn(K) = H
q(G,Z/n(q − 1))→ Hq(Gi,Z/n(q − 1)).
In the case of perfect residue field, the ramification groups with the upper num-
bering give a well-studied filtration on G: see [32, Ch. IV]. In the general setting,
Abbes and Saito [3] made two definitions of ramification groups, (Ga)a∈Q≥0 and
(Galog)a∈Q≥0 , called “non-logarithmic” and “logarithmic”. In the case of perfect
residue field, these coincide (up to a shift in numbering) but in general they are
different.
Each of these ramification filtrations gives a filtration on H1(K) = Hom(G,Q/Z),
and one might naturally ask whether those filtrations are related to those described
in Section 6.1. This is indeed the case: Kato and Saito [25] have proved that
Kato’s filtration on H1(K) coincides with that induced by the logarithmic ramifica-
tion filtration; and Saito [31] has proved in the case of positive characteristic that
Matsuda’s non-logarithmic variant of Kato’s filtration on H1(K) coincides with that
induced by the non-logarithmic ramification filtration.
We will show that our modified Kato filtration on BrK[p] = H2p(K) is not
induced by either of the Abbes–Saito filtrations (where the numbering of the non-
logarithmic filtration is shifted by 1).
Given χ ∈ Hqp(K), define
fK(χ) = inf{a ∈ Q>0 | χ ∈ ker(Hqp(K)→ Hq(Ga,Z/p(q − 1))},
f logK (χ) = inf{a ∈ Q>0 | χ ∈ ker(Hqp(K)→ Hq(Galog,Z/p(q − 1))}.
For q = 1, this is what Abbes and Saito call the (logarithmic) conductor of the
field extension corresponding to χ: see [3, Proposition 6.4 and Proposition 9.5]. We
have
fil0H
q
p(K) = {χ ∈ Hqp(K) | fK(χ) ≤ 1} = {χ ∈ Hqp(K) | f logK (χ) ≤ 0}.
We first prove a positive result for the case q = 1. In the case of positive
characteristic, this follows from [31, Corollary 3.3].
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Proposition 6.3. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity. Let
χ ∈ H1p(K). Then, for all n ≥ 0,
fK(χ) ≤ n+ 1⇐⇒
(
χ ∈ filn+1H1p(K) and rswn+1,π(χ) ∈ Ω1F ⊕ 0
)
.
Proof. Since K contains a primitive pth root of unity, Kato’s filtration on H1p(K)
coincides with that of Bloch–Kato (see [24, Proposition 4.1(6)]). This gives explicit
generators for the graded pieces of the right-hand filtration, so it is just a case of
calculating the conductors of the corresponding cyclic extensions. This is accom-
plished in the following series of lemmas by finding the minimal polynomial of a
generator for the ring of integers in each extension and applying [3, Lemma 6.6]. 
The calculations in the following lemmas are standard and probably well known.
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity. Let χ ∈
H1(K,Z/p) correspond to the extension K( p
√
π)/K. Then fK(χ) = e
′ + 1.
Proof. Let L = K( p
√
π). Then OL = OK [ p√π]. Now apply [3, Lemma 6.6]. 
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity. Let x ∈ O×K be
such that x¯ ∈ F is not a pth power. Let χ ∈ H1(K,Z/p) correspond to the extension
K( p
√
x)/K. Then fK(χ) = e
′.
Proof. Let L = K( p
√
x). Then L/K is ferociously ramified and OL = OK [ p√x].
Now apply [3, Lemma 6.6]. 
Lemma 6.6. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity. Let χ ∈
H1(K,Z/p) correspond to the extension K( p
√
1 + xπm)/K, where x ∈ O×K , 0 <
m < e′ and p ∤ m. Then fK(χ) = e
′ + 1−m.
Proof. Let L = K( p
√
1 + xπm) and let ̟ = p
√
1 + xπm − 1. Write 1 = rm+ sp for
r, s ∈ Z. Considering the terms of smallest valuation in the minimal polynomial
of ̟ shows that ̟rπs is a uniformiser for L and hence OL = OK [̟rπs]. Now
apply [3, Lemma 6.6]. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity. Let x ∈ O×K be
such that x¯ ∈ F is not a pth power. Let χ ∈ H1(K,Z/p) correspond to the extension
K( p
√
1 + xπnp)/K, where 0 < np < e′. Then fK(χ) = e
′ − np.
Proof. Let L = K( p
√
1 + xπnp) and let u = ( p
√
1 + xπnp − 1)/πn. Then L/K is
ferociously ramified and OL = OK [u]. Now apply [3, Lemma 6.6]. 
We now move to q = 2 and show that the filtration {filn BrK[p]} is not in general
induced by either of the Abbes–Saito ramification filtrations, beginning with the
non-logarithmic filtration.
Proposition 6.8. Suppose that K contains a primitive pth root of unity and that
the residue field F of K is not perfect. Then it is not true that, for all n ≥ 0,
filn BrK[p] = {χ ∈ BrK[p] | fK(χ) ≤ n+ 1}.
Proof. We will show that the equality does not hold for n = e′. Let x be an
element of F \ F p, let x˜ ∈ OK be a lift of x and let ψ ∈ H1(K,Z/p) correspond
to the extension K( p
√
x˜)/K. Lemma 4.21 shows that {ψ, π} lies in file′ BrK[p] but
not in file′−1 BrK[p]. On the other hand, by Lemma 6.5, we have fK(ψ) = e
′, and
so fK({ψ, π}) ≤ e′. 
Now we treat the logarithmic filtration, by showing that its behaviour under
field extension differs from that of our filtration. For each finite extension L of K
contained in K¯, let {GaL,log} be the logarithmic filtration on GL = Gal(K¯/L).
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Proposition 6.9. Suppose Ω2F 6= 0. It is not true that, for all finite extensions
L/K, we have
filnH
2
p(L) = {χ ∈ H2p(L) | f logL (χ) ≤ n}.
Proof. Suppose that the statement is true. We may assume that K contains a
primitive pth root of unity. Let x, y ∈ F be such that ω = dxx ∧ dyy 6= 0, and let x˜, y˜ ∈
OK be lifts of x, y respectively. Define A = (x˜, y˜)p ∈ BrK. By Lemma 4.21, we
have A ∈ file′ BrK[p], and rswe′,π(A) = (c¯ω, 0) where c¯ ∈ F is non-zero. Therefore
A lies in file′−1 BrK[p], and by assumption f logK (A) ≤ e′ − 1.
Let L/K be any wildly ramified extension of degree p. The inclusion GpaL,log ⊂
Galog for all a ≥ 0 (see [3]) implies f logL (A) ≤ p(e′ − 1), and so the image of A in
BrL lies in filp(e′−1) BrL[p]. However, the same calculation as before shows that
rswe′
L
,π(A) = (c¯ω, 0), with e′L = pe′, and so the image of A lies in filpe′−1 BrL[p]
but not filpe′−2 BrL[p], giving a contradiction. 
7. Applications to the Brauer–Manin obstruction
We will first prove Theorem C. The notation in this section is as in the introduc-
tion. We begin by gathering some criteria which can be used to show that various
graded pieces of the filtration on BrX vanish. Lemma 7.1 is not actually used in
the proof of Theorem C but is included as a first example of how one can deduce
information about BrX from properties of the special fibre.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that H0(Y,Ω1Y ) = H
0(Y,Ω2Y ) = 0. Then fil0 BrX = BrX.
Proof. If A is an element of filn BrX for n ≥ 1, then [24, Theorem 7.1] shows
that rswn,π(A) actually lies in H0(Y,Ω2Y )⊕H0(Y,Ω1Y ) = 0. This shows filn BrX =
filn−1 BrX for all n ≥ 1, and so fil0 BrX = BrX . 
Lemma 7.2. Suppose H0(Y,Ω1Y ) = 0 and e < (p− 1). Then fil0 BrX = BrX.
Proof. It suffices to show rswn,π(A) = 0 for all A ∈ filn BrX with n ≥ 1. Suppose
rswn,π(A) = (α, β). If p ∤ n, then Lemma 2.8 shows nα = dβ. Since β lies in
H0(Y,Ω1Y ) = 0, it follows that α = β = 0, completing the proof in this case.
We have e′ = ep/(p − 1) < p, and so p ∤ n holds for all n ≤ e′. The remaining
case is when A ∈ BrX has sw(A) = n > e′ with p | n. Then Lemma 2.10 shows
sw(pA) = n− e, which is not divisible by p; as above, we deduce rswn−e,π(pA) = 0
and therefore, by Lemma 2.10 again, rswn,π(A) = 0, contradicting the assumption
sw(A) = n.
Thus we have filn BrX = filn−1 BrX for all n ≥ 1, and so fil0 BrX = BrX . 
Lemma 7.3. Suppose H1(Y¯ ,Z/p) = 0. Then fil−1 BrX{p} = fil0 BrX{p}.
Proof. Firstly, the group H1(Y¯ ,Z/pr) is trivial for all r: it is an Abelian p-group and
its p-torsion subgroup H1(Y¯ ,Z/p) is trivial. Now, for every r, the Hochschild–Serre
spectral sequence gives a short exact sequence
0→ H1(F,Z/pr)→ H1(Y,Z/pr)→ H1(Y¯ ,Z/pr),
showing that the natural map H1(F,Z/pr)→ H1(Y,Z/pr) is an isomorphism. The
result then follows from Proposition 3.1. 
Lemma 7.4. Let X → Ok be a smooth proper morphism such that the generic fibre
X is geometrically integral. Let n be a positive integer and suppose H1(X¯,Z/n) = 0.
Then the special fibre Y satisfies H1(Y¯ ,Z/n) = 0.
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Proof. Let k′ be a finite extension of k, with ring of integers Ok′ and residue
field F′. Let X ′ = X ×Ok Ok′ be the base change and denote its special and
generic fibres by X ′ and Y ′ respectively. X ′ is proper over Ok′ , so the proper base
change theorem gives an isomorphism H1(Y ′,Z/n) ∼= H1(X ′,Z/n). On the other
hand, X ′ is an open subset of the normal integral scheme X ′, so the natural map
H1(X ′,Z/n) → H1(X ′,Z/n) is injective. We deduce that H1(Y ′,Z/n) injects into
H1(X ′,Z/n). Taking the limit over all finite extensions k′/k shows that H1(Y¯ ,Z/n)
injects into H1(X¯,Z/n) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem C. Since V is smooth and proper over L, there exists a smooth
proper model V → SpecOS for some finite set S of places of L containing all the
infinite places. By Hodge theory, we have H0(V,Ω1V ) = 0. For a finite place p /∈ S,
denote by V(p) the fibre V ×OS k(p). Semi-continuity shows that, after possibly
enlarging S, we have H0(V(p),Ω1V(p)) = 0 for all p /∈ S.
Let n be any positive integer. The assumption H1(V,OV ) = 0 implies that
Pic0 V¯ is trivial, and so Pic V¯ = NS V¯ is torsion-free. The Kummer sequence then
gives H1(V¯ ,Z/n) ∼= H1(V¯ ,µn) = 0. Suppose that p is a place of L not contained
in S. By [29, VI.2.6], we have H1(V¯ ×L¯ L¯p,Z/n) = 0, and Lemma 7.4 applied to
V ×OS OLp shows H1(V(p),Z/n) = 0.
We enlarge S to include all finite places p whose absolute ramification index ep
satisfies ep ≥ p−1, where p is the residue characteristic of p. (It is enough to include
all primes ramified in L and all primes above 2.) Let p be a place not in S, of residue
characteristic p. Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3 show that, for any A ∈ BrV {p}, the
evaluation map |A| : V (Lp) → BrLp is constant. [10, Proposition 2.4] proves the
same for A ∈ BrV of order prime to p, completing the proof. 
Remark 7.5. If, for example, V is a K3 surface, then there is no need to enlarge
S to ensure that H0(V(p),Ω1V(p)) = 0 for all p /∈ S. In other words, there are no
places included in the subset (4) of Remark 1.3. Indeed, in this case, for any place
p admitting a smooth proper model V → SpecOp, the reduction V(p) is also a K3
surface, as follows. Because PicV → PicV is an isomorphism and ωV/k is trivial,
it follows that ωV/Ok is also trivial, and therefore so is ωV(p)/Fp . Serre duality then
gives h2(V(p),OV(p)) = h0(V(p), ωV(p)) = 1. Since V(p) is geometrically connected,
one has h0(V(p),OV(p)) = 1, and the fact that the Euler characteristic is constant
in flat families gives h1(V(p),OV(p)) = 0, showing that V(p) is a K3 surface. It
follows by [19, Theorem 9.5.1] that H0(V(p),Ω1V(p)) is trivial.
Finally, we prove Theorem D.
Proof of Theorem D. Let Vp be the base change of V to Lp, and choose a smooth
model V of Vp over the ring of integers of Lp such that the special fibre Y is ordinary.
Let V¯p denote the base change of Vp to an algebraic closure of Lp. The spectral
sequences [4, 0.2]
Es,t2 = H
s(Y¯ , i¯∗Rtj¯∗Z/p
r) =⇒ Hs+t(V¯p,Z/pr)
define decreasing filtrations on Hq(V¯p,Z/p
r) for all r, and also on Hq(V¯p,Zp) and
Hq(V¯p,Qp). For any of these filtrations, let gr
i denote the graded pieces.
By [4, Theorem 0.7(iii)], we have gr0H2(V¯p,Qp) 6= 0. Therefore gr0 H2(V¯p,Zp)
is also non-zero, and so gr0H2(V¯p,Z/p
r) is non-zero for some r ≥ 1.
Let L¯ be the algebraic closure of L inside our chosen algebraic closure of Lp, and
let V¯ be the base change of V to L¯. By proper base change [29, Corollary VI.2.6], the
natural map H2(V¯ ,Z/pr)→ H2(V¯p,Z/pr) is an isomorphism. Let α ∈ H2(V¯ ,Z/pr)
have non-zero image in gr0H2(V¯p,Z/p
r). Replacing L by a finite extension, we may
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assume that α is defined over L and that L contains the prth roots of unity. We fix
an isomorphism Z/pr ∼= Z/pr(1) on V , and view α as an element of H2(V,Z/pr(1)).
We will show that the image of α in BrVp does not lie in fil0 BrVp. Let K
h
be the Henselisation of the function field K = Lp(V ) at the discrete valuation
corresponding to Y , and let Khnr be its maximal unramified extension. Comparing
the spectral sequences of vanishing cycles for Vp and K
h gives a commutative
diagram
H2(Vp,Z/p
r(1))
f−−−−→ H0(Y, i∗R2j∗Z/pr(1))y gy
H2pr (K
h)
res−−−−→ H0(Kh,H2pr (Khnr))
in which gr0H2(Vp,Z/p
r(1)) is the image of f , and fil0H
2
pr (K
h) is the kernel of
res. By construction, f(α) is non-zero. By Lemma 3.3, g is injective, showing that
g(f(α)) is non-zero. So the image of α in H2(Kh) does not lie in fil0 H
2(Kh).
Let A be the image of α in BrV . By Theorem A, after possibly replacing L by
a further finite extension, the evaluation map |A| : V (Lp)→ BrLp is non-constant,
showing that A obstructs weak approximation on V . 
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